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Health Maintenance Organizations: 
Federal Financing Is Adequate 
But HEW Must Continue 
Improving Program Management 
The 1978 amendments to the Health Mainte- 
nance Organization Act required GAO to de- 
termine whether Federal grants and loans are 
adequate to help develop new health mainte- 
nance organizations (HMOs) and expand ex- 
isting ones, and to evaluate the effectiveness 
of the policies and procedures for administer- 
ing these programs. 

Viable, weli-managed HMOs should need no 
more than $4 million--the amount specified 
by law--to cover operating losses and should 
be able to achieve financial independence 
within 5 years after becoming qualified. In 
order to minimize the Government’s risk on 
loans to HMOs, HEW needs to develop a 
strategy to assess the financial soundness 
of an HMO. 

1 HEW’s Office of Health Maintenance Organi- 
zations has improved its administration of 
the program since June 30, 1978, but needs 
to expedite its efforts to issue formal policies 
and regulations, see that staffing shortages do 
not occur, and provide adequate guidance to 
regional personnel who help administer the 
grant program. 
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To the Fresider.t of the Senate anc~ the 
Speaker of the Fouse of Representatives cw 

This report surrtari7es cur evaluation of (1) the 
aciecuzcy of the arwunts of financial assistance provided 
for under the health, Maintenance Grcjanization Act, as 
amended , ant; (2) the adecruacy r)f the, pclicies and pro- 
cedures ect?hlishcti by the Leysrtr??ent of Health, Educa- 
tion, and p.elf;!rc tcJ sminister the f-inancial assistance 
F;royranF cstab!irt?e(; Ly the act , as al-r!ended. 

he are send it-x copies of this report to the Girector, 
I:ff ice of Kanagex!cAt anti Eudy~t, and tkle Secretary of 
health, Eciucntion, anri Vielfare. 

of the United States 





C0~;I'I'FC;I~LF.R CEVEXF I ' L HF,AI,'l‘L-! MAINTENAIvCE C>RGAlvIZPxTIONS: 
REt-CRT To THE CCINLPE SS FEPE'RFL E'II\Ph(ZIh'G IS ACEQUATE, 

PUT HE;h MUST CONTINUE 

DICEYT 

Atlec;uatt: loan assistance is available to 
health maintenance organizations (HMGs) to 
finance their operating losses. Viable, 
hell-managerj HF1C>s shoultl need no more than 
$4 million-- the amount specified by law-- 
to cover oFeratinq losses <and should be able 
to achieve financial indepenoence within 5 
years after becoming ~uall fic.d. 

GAC had these and the fcjllocyinq observations 
on HMO financing and opt riitions: 

---The key to an hIMG's f:nancial success is 
its ability to charge ccmpetitive rates 
which generate sufficient revenues per 
member to cover the costs of operation 
and provide sufficient additional funds 
tc repay debts, replace facilities, and 
f inarce future growth. 

--To minimize the Governrxent’s financial 
risk, decision points should be estab- 
lished to assess the Einancial viability 
of HI:Cs with Federal loans. 

--The HMC legislation Frovides for adequate 
loan assistance to acquire or construct and 
equip ambulatory health care facilities. 

The results of a questiotlnaire sent to grant- 
ees and qualified HMOs indicated that the 
act, as amended, provides for adequate grant 
assistance. However, because of budget un- 
certainties for the fiF'(:al year 1979 grant 
proyram, the number of HNOs becoming quali- 
fied in later years coulc* decrease. 
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ADMINISTRATION OF LOANS AND -- ---ml_--i---- --- ---- 
GRANTS CAN BE IMPROVED -.-_-__ -e----w --- -..- 

As of April 1, 1979, the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare (HEW) had not issued 
formal policies for administering HMO loan 
programs, although considerable progress had 
been made toward completing them. 

The headquarters-based Loan Branch had enough 
staff for fiscal year 1979 but may be under- 
staffed for the surge of applications ex- 
pected to result from the ambulatory health 
care facility loan program. 

HEW had improved its capability to monitor 
the continued financial soundness of HMOs 
with Federal loans but had not issued poli- 
cies and procedures for assessing compliance 
with the act, and compliance staffing prob- 
lems may recur as more HMOs are qualified. 

HEW had not established adequate guidance on 
policies and procedures to assure uniform, 
consistent administration of the grant pro- 
gram by regional and headquarters personnel. 
However, as of March 1, 1979, HEW was de- 
veloping policy and procedure guidance to 
help grantees move smoothly through the grant 
phases into qualification. HEW's work in this 
area was not far enough along for GAO to as- 
sess its eventual effectiveness. 

GAO also found that two regional offices were 
understaffed to handle their fiscal year 1979 
workplans. 

RECOMMENDATIONS -- 

The Secretary of HEW should: 

--Establish a development strategy which 
guides new HMOs to plan for only enough 
staff and facilities to enroll and serve 
enough members during their initial stages 
of operation for the HMOs' current costs 
per member month to become relatively 
stable .,, GAO observed that current costs 
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per lll?mber month of 'ri;JOs it evaluated gen- 
erally had become relatively stable by the 
time they enrolled lr1,OOO members, In some 
cases, their costs per- member month had 
leveled and bequn to increase. HEW should 
further study this phenomenon to develop 
nore definitive data. 

The point at which an HYO's costs per mem- 
ber month become relatively stable could 
provide a baseline for actuarially pro- 
jecting the HMO's futur&? costs per member. 
After future costs per member are projected, 
FIN could actuarially assess whether the 
subscriber rates which the HMO would need 
to achieve financial i.nclependence would be 
cornpAt itive. This pr:>cedure could provide 
a point at which HEld corlld assess the HMO's 
ultimate financial viability before the 
YNO's Federal loan funds are exhausted. 
Such an assessment coulr1 provide guidance 
to HE:>7 and the I-IMO on tile enrollment growth 
patterns most likely to result in financial 
independence. 

--Assign enough staff to <:om;nlete work on 
policies for the deficit loan program and 
regulations and policies for the ambulatory 
health care facility loan program/and see 
that these regulations .Ind policies move 
quickly through departmental review levels. 

. --Assess the impact of the ambulatory health 
care facility loan program on the workload 
of the 9ffice of Health Maintenance Organ- 
ization's Loan Rranc'i- t? assure that the 
branch is adequately staffed when the new 
loan program begins. 

--Take action needed to assure that required 
reports from qualified ?r\lOs are submitted 
more promptly. .I 

--Assess the impact of an increasing number 
of qualified FIMOs on tile Office's ability 
to monitor their comI:liance so that addi- 
tional staff can be assiqned promptly, if 
required. 
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--Give priority to validating HMO report 
data, completing a summary of compliance 
policies and procedures in order to as- 
sure uniformity, and rendering a decision 
on regional responsibilities. * 

.P 
--Develop improved grant program guidance 

for regional offices as soon as possible. 

--Publish guidelines defining the require- 
ments for qualified HMOs as soon as 
possible. 

./ 
AGENCY COMMENTS AND ----.-I_ --I 
GAO'S EVALUATION ------I 

In a draft of this report furnished to HEW 
for comment, GAO's proposal for a develop- 
ment strategy for loans to new HMOs suggested 
that initial loans be based on expected oper- 
ating deficits that would be incurred until 
an HMO reached an enrollment level of 8,000 
to 10,000 members-- the point at which GAO oh- 
served that costs per member month became 
relatively stable. In commenting on this 
report, HEW expressed the view that its HMO 
development strategy and its assessments of 
financial viability should not focus strongly 
on GAO's observation that the costs per mem- 
ber month of the HMOs evaluated tended to 
cease declining by the time they had enrolled 
10,000 members. HEW pointed out that GAO's 
analysis had not considered inflation and 
that the sample size was small. 

However, HEW stated that it found GAO's anal- 
ysis informative and useful. HEW added that 
the analysis would provide a benchmark to 
identify HMOs with potential financial prob- 
lems and to begin focusing on the use of rev- 
enues when an HMO's costs per member first 
begin to level off. At that time, HEW plans 
to make a more indepth financial analysis 
and, if necessary, take corrective action. 
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After evaluating HEW's comments, GAG modi- 
fied its recommendation concerning a devel- 
opment strategy for new HPriOs to emphasize 
cost stability rather than enrollment size. 
GAO believes that HE%'s plans and comments 
meet the intent of the reccmmendation, and 
GAO encourages HE& tc do further study in 
this area to develop more fully this tool 
for assessing Ii!40 financial viability and 
minimiz,inq the Government's financial risk. 

hF:W concurred in all of GAO's other recom- 
mendations and outlined actions either 
planneu or underway to implement them. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION .--- - .- - .- - - -.._ 

Curbing the escalation of medical care costs is a major 
goal of both the administration and the Congress. Pursuant 
to that goal, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare 
has made a commitment to give significant numbers of people 
across the Nation the opportunity to enroll in health mainte- 
nance organizations (HMOs). HMOs contract with individuals 
to provide them specific health services in return for a 
prepaid fixed payment. The fixed income feature gives HMOs 
a financial incentive to control use of health services and 
to emphasize preventive medicine to reduce overall health 
care costs. 

The HMO Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-222) authorized a 
program to provide grants and loans to help develop new HMOs 
and expand existing ones. I/ In September 1976 and June 1978, 
we reported on problems the Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare (HEW) had encountered implementing and managing 
the financial assistance programs. 2/ 

Section 13 of the HMO Amendments of 1978 directed us to 
evaluate (1) the adequacy of the amounts of assistance avail- 
able under grant and loan programs established under the act 
and (2) the adequacy and effectiveness of HEW's policies and 
procedures for managing the grant and loan programs. Sec- 
tion 13 directed us to report the results of the evaluations 
to the Congress by May 1, 1979. 

L/The HMO Act of 1973 was amended in October 1976 by the 
HMO Amendments of 1976 (Public Law 94-460) and in November 
1978 by the HMO Amendments of 1978 (Public Law 95-559). 

2/"Factors That Impede Progress In Implementing The Health 
Maintenance Organization Act Of 1973" (HRD-76-128, Sept. 3, 
1976). 

"Can Health Maintenance Organizations Be Successful?--An 
Analysis Of 14 Federally Qualified HMOs" (HRD-78-125, 
June 30, 1978). 



FEDERAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
UNDER THFHMO ACT--------- ____-I-----__ 

Through February 1979, HEW had certified 88 HMOs as 
complying with the requirements of the act; such HMOs are 
called "qualified" HMOs. &' The act, as amended in 1976, 
authorized HEW to lend each qualified public or nonprofit 
HMO up to $2.5 million to cover operating losses during its 
first 5 years of operation as a qualified HMO. In the case 
of a private, for-profit HMO serving a medically underserved 
area, HEW could guarantee loans of up to $2.5 million made 
to the HMO by private lenders. 

The HMO Amendments of 1978 raised the ceiling on loans 
and loan guarantees from $2.5 million to $4 million, effec- 
tive October 1, 1979. However, HEW may loan an HMO more than 
$2.5 million before October 1979, if the Secretary (1) deter- 
mines in writing that it is necessary to preserve the fiscally 
sound operation of an HMO and to protect against insolvency 
and (2) notifies in writing the Senate Committee on Labor and 
Human Resources and the House Committee on Interstate and 
Foreign Commerce within 30 days after making the loan. 

As of February 1979, 58 of the 88 qualified HMOs had 
received direct loans totaling about $119.3 million, and 
3 HMOs had received loan guarantees totaling about $3.5 mil- 
lion. One HMO had received loans exceeding $2.5 million. 

To encourage development of new qualified HMOs and to 
expand existing qualified HMOs, the act, as amended, author- 
izes grants to public or nonprofit organizations for feasi- 
bility studies, planning, and initial development. Through 
February 1979, HEW had awarded feasibility grants, planning 
grants, and initial development grants totaling about 
$80.5 million. z/ 

FEDERAL, HMO PROGRAM ORGANIZATION --_I_-_ -- 

The HMO Amendments of 1976 required HEW to centralize 
all HMO program responsibilities, except the qualification 
and compliance functions, under one organizational unit. In 
December 1977, HEW centralized the headquarters activities, 
including qualification and compliance functions, within the 

L/See app. I for a list of qualified HMOs receiving financial 
assistance as of December 31, 1978. 

l/See app. II for summary of grant activity by fiscal year. 
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Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health. Effective 
March 1, 1975, HEW appointed a director for the centralized 
program, and on September 19, 1978, the Office of Health 
Maintenance Organizations (OHMO) was officially established. 
Program functions and staff were consolidated for the first 
time in one unified operation. OHM0 has six major organiza- 
tional components: 

--Office of the Director implements the HMO program -.- -_--. ---;----- -_~_- -- 
through five central office divisions and a field 
staff at 10 regional offices; coordinates policy and 
regulation development; develops a comprehensive stra- 
tegy for national HMO development; maintains liaison 
with interested outside organizations and groups: and 
coordinates with the Department for intergovernmental 
and congressional liaison. 

--Division of Development makes grant award recommenda- -~ ;-.- ----~--~-~--;--~-- -~-_ _ 
tlons and monitors grants, loans, and loan quarantees; 
directs and coordinates grant and loan manaqement in 
the central and regional offices: establishes standards 
and procedures far HMO grant reviews and loan applica- 
tions; and provides advice and assistance to individ- 
uals and organizations that seek to develop an HMO. 

--Division of Qualification establishes qualification _---.~L - __-. ----1---- ~. --.._~ 
standards and determines acceptability of entities 
seeking to become qualified HMOs; refines review pro- 
cedures to facilitate the qualification process; pro- 
vides guidance on interpretation of policy guidelines 
and regulations related to qualification; and provides 
technical assistance to I-IMOs. 

'-Division of Com_Eliance assures the continuing compli- ------ -- -_-. -_--. ----~ 
ante of HMOs with the statutory requirements of the 
HMO act; monitors employers' compliance with mandatory 
offering of the HMO alternative in employee health 
benefits plans; reviews standards, procedures, and re- 
porting requirements for monitoring HMOs that receive 
financial assistance; establishes and updates standards 
and procedures for compliance monitoring of qualified 
HMOs; and reviews fiscal viability of all qualified 
HMOs. 

--Division of Program Promotion develops strategies to -- -- -_ __-_-_-.- ~~.-~----.- ___~_ 
increase public awareness of the HMO concept and pro- 
vides assistance to Federal, State, public, and pri- 
vate agencies to identify areas for HMO development; 
analyzes potential HMO development geographically and 



by sponsor; coordinates promotional activities with 
national professional and trade organizations; arranges 
for development, publication, and distribution of pro- 
motional, educational, and guidance materials; and 
prepares the Annual Report to the Congress. 

--Office of Program Support directs administrative, fis- 
cal, and related management services; implements budget 
formulation, presentation, and execution: develops and 
maintains manpower management and work planning systems 
for the central and regional offices: coordinates per- 
sonnel activities; manages administrative aspects of 
contract activities; and provides correspondence 
management. 

SCOPE OF EVALUATION ------ 

Our review was made at the Office of Health Maintenance 
Organizations in Rockville, Maryland, and HEW regional 
offices in Atlanta (region IV), Chicago (region V), and 
Denver (region VIII). We talked to headquarters and regional 
personnel and reviewed records and files at OHM0 headquarters 
and regional offices. 

We sent a questionnaire concerning the grant and loan 
programs to 80 HMOs qualified as of December 31, 1978; 
80 grantees that were using grant funds as of September 30, 
1978; and 10 grantees whose grants had expired but were known 
to have a grant or qualification application in process as 
of September 30, 1978. JJ Of the 170 organizations to which 
questionnaires were sent, 148 (about 87 percent) responded. 
The respondents included 66 qualified HMOs, 75 active 
grantees, and 7 inactive grantees. 

We reviewed financial data submitted to HEW by 42 HMOs 
qualified by September 30, 1977. 2J Thirty-three of the 
forty-two had obtained Federal loans or loan guarantees. We 
analyzed available financial data submitted through December 
1978 and reviewed selected records and files maintained by 
OHM0 to assess the HMOs' financial soundness. 

r/App. III is a copy of the questionnaire. 

2/0ne other HMO was qualified before September 30, 1977, but 
we were unable to obtain any data on it from HEW. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LOAN ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE 

A primary goal of the HMO Act is to help establish HMOs 
as financially independent bllsiness enterprises. A qualified 
HMO must be able to generate enough revenues to pay operating 
costs (break even) within 5 years after qualification. Effec- 
tive October 1, 1979, the act., as amended, will authorize HEW 
to lend a puhllc or nonprofit. HMO up to $4 million to cover 
operating losses incurred dur-inq its first 5 years oE quali- 
fied operation. YEW also may guarantee loans of up to 
$4 million from private lenders to a private, for-profit 
HElO serving a medicallv underscrvsd area. 

Based on an evaluation of 42 HYOs and on responses to 
the questionnaire sent to HY0.r; arid grantees, we concluded 
that: 

--Generally, $4 million is adequate to cover operating 
losses during the first 5 years of operation and an 
XMO ought to be able to achieve financial independence 
witlin 5 years. 

--The key to financial success of an HMO is its ability 
to charge competitive subscriber rates which generate 
sufficient revenues per member to cover the costs of 
operation and provide sufficient additional funds to 
repay debts, replace facilities, and finance future 
growth. 

--To minimize risk to the Government, decision points 
must be established to assess the financial viability 
of HMOs with Federal loans. 

LOAN ASSISTANCE IS ADEQUATE FOR 
FINANCIALLY VIARLE HMOs --------- --.- ---- ---~~--- 

In our opinion, three basic requisites must be met to 
reasonably assure an HMO's success as a business enterprise: 

--Enough members must be enrolled to achieve maximum 
economies of scale and still provide quality care as 
anticipated by the leyislation. 

--Operational costs must be efficiently managed and 
controlled. 
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--Subscrioer rdtes must be c-Ia~‘~qed that will begin to 
praduce, ;7ft~r 5 years 9f \;uzlified operation, enough 
revenlles :~er :-?.emS+r to break e v e n repay debts, re- 
Flace ?az;lities, and finanT<? fut;re growth. 

HYOs t?,<~t CGIT~ ?‘!criet thLese reqsdj:sites should find that 
S4 zillion or le.z,s is adequate tc c:2vcr operating losses in- 
curred in tj;e;r :iirst. ‘j years of ,;tialified operation. qMOs 
that cannot ,T!eet these: requisites e robably will not meet the 
amended act's financial soundness requirement, not because 
Federal laan assistarlze is too limited, but because they 
have been rr,ismanaqe:! or simply lack. viability as a business 
venture. TkAe 1ti5,,?1 -1J.f assistance authorized by the act should 
be based on what c~ wtll-managed, viable organization needs to 
become financial2.1 L:lde:;endent. Cltherwise, the amounts which 
could 13s ZustiCi?:! y>Ycl limitiris 

As part iif ~~~1‘ r:‘Jaluatiriri, ‘me analyzed the financial 
experience of 42 !iYcjs qualifi.ed (-is of September 30, 1977, 
33 of which Liad r)l,+-3 i ncd direct Iri;.;nS or loan guarantees. 
By late 1378 , 2 at: t !;c: ‘; 3 H’qc, w I c !, 1’2ans or loan guarantees 
had reached t:l& I ,,-- :i ._? ,:: te 0 f insolv~~lc:j~ . rlne of the two was sold, 
and the other went I-.to rec~iver~I~..p and was reorqanized. 
We classif led t1.e remaininrj 31 HW’; into three groups, based 
on our assessment of t.hg:ir abili~l:.j to achieve financial 
independence--tL,a t. 1 'A, incur oljCzr;;n’.1r1g losses of no more 
than $4 milll9n Q:!-i :,re;ik even ‘siit:‘lir: 5 ;lears. 

Fair chance--.T::ri Ii?lOs were ~~iac~:d in this category be- -_- ~ - ~_ ,__ 
cause, altnolLgh their opera: t 1 nq experience provided some 
favorable i:i:iiC:8ti0ns ahou+ their chances for success, 
we had so1r.i; r enervations atioct their ability to achieve 
f inancia I inder,c:ndenc? as !-ec:ui red by the act, For 
example, o:;d;r J!Mli':l monthly r' .Jrlnues per member were 
on 1 y 3 pe L c (: I I t i e:; :i than mt,rit I-1 i;l costs per member as of 
September 1978; howeiJer, it:; costs per member had become 
relatively crjr :stant at a 1:'vi.l <If $'36 to $38 per month, 
which is rromrlwnat hiqher t +iC~~~ tile general k?xperience of 
other qua 1 if ior! FfMOs wtt TS’I~J 1 ~raterl. (See pn. 7 to 10.) 

i/Five Of the !iwJS with a g90d ,:I> jn!:c: had reached their break- 
even poi.nts jin less than 5 ye<lr ; after becoming qualified 
and with def~(.:it~ fjf less th<-~*~, ;2.5 million. 



In anotkier case, the HMO's monthly revenues per member 
were only 4 percent less than costs per member; however, 
for the year ended September 1978, its monthly costs per 
member had increased 14 percent to $39 per member, which 
is relatively high com~~ared to many other WMOs. 

Poor chance--Six HMOs were placed in this category be- -- .- -- 
cause their operating experience gave few or no favor- 
able indications for success and raised major doubts 
about their ability to achieve financial independence 
as required by the act. l-,/ Oetailed examples of two 
HYOs i? this category at-+? : 'ireSented on paqes 14 to 20. 

THE KEY TO FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE ~___--_._-~---~----~ _-------~_. ..~ 
IS SUFFICIENCY OF SUBSCRIBER RATES 

Generally, the experience r-:lf iiMT)s we evaluated showed 
that they initially had been able to reduce average costs 
per member month as their enrollment increased. However, 
ignoring inflation, we observed that most YMOs' average 
costs per member month tended to become relatively stable as 
membershi? grew--that is, the rate of decline in costs per 
member month decreased to near zero as enrollment grew. 2/ 
We observed that this phenomenon generally occurred by the 
time an TIYO had 10,000 members. In some cases, the HPIOs 
average costs per member had ceased to decline and had begun 
to increase, even though enrollment continued to grow. 

Enrollment growth may, but not always, be a positive 
step toward reaching self-sufficiency as envisioned by the 
HMO Act. If an HMO is incurring costs per member month 
greater than revenues per member month, increased enrollment 
may help to close the gap by reducing average costs per mem- 
ber. However, it should be recognized that, if enrollment 

l/One of the six HMOs placed in this category has informed 
OHMO that it has tentatively decided to declare bankruptcy. 

2/In our analysis we did not take into account inflation - 
because a reliable index for HMOs does not exist. The 
national Tedical cost index was not used because it is 
heavily influenced by the cost of hospital care, but by 
design HMO enrollees' hospital usage is supposed to be 
less than that of the fee-fur-service sector population. 
Also, from the viewpoint of the Government as a lender of 
Federal funds, the financial viability of an HMO is appro- 
priately measured by the relationship of the HMO's current 
costs to its current revenuc?5. 
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growth does not help to lower average costs per member, en- 
rollment qrowth will tend to increase the HMO's cumulative 
deficit and may exhaust available Federal loan funds before 
it can break even. 

Because FecZer.21 loan funds ;~r~f available to cover operat- 
ing deficits for- only a specified period and in ;I specified 
amount, an iiYl"s financial viability rests on the ability of 
management to balance two conflictlnq goals: competitive 
subscriber rates t'7at allow enrollment growth versus suh- 
scriber rates that ilr-e high enough to qenerate the revenues 
per member needi.?? t:) break even. 

r;s we notc?tl in our 'June 1978 report, HMOs' primary com- 
petitdrs are in::;ilrance companies that offer health benefit 
plans. 4lthouqh ilu21 ified HMOs cgenerally offer more compre- 
hensive coverage than insurance company plans and may have 
more advantageous coinsurance features, UMOs cannot assume 
that consumers will readily switch to HM\Io coverage if an 
YMO's subscriber rates are substantially higher than the 
rates for insurance company coveraqe. Consequently, an IHVT) 
faces a serious problem: the NY0 Act requires an FIN0 gen- 
erally to provide more comprehensive benefits than its coin- 
petitors, but the '{MC) must charcqe about the same subscriber 
rates as competitors in order to penetrate the health in- 
surance market. However, an !lY:) play find that competitive 
subscriber rates which allow the !INJzo to capture arl increas- 
ing share of the market are not tl-.qh enouqh to produce the 
revenues per membl?r needed to br~"dk even, 

Our conclusim,>ns are supportetl by the experience of two 
HMOs that had become insolvent and the experience of other 
HMOs that have financial problems. From their experience, 
we concluded that overemphasis on enrollment growth may some- 
times hurt a dczvelopinq HMO's ch‘3,lces of achievinq financial 
independence a;; required by thE- ,3#zt. 

HMOs do not need to be large 
to achieve lowest cost per member 

Chart A depicts the composite cost experience of 42 HMOs 
qualified as of September 30, 1977. In general, the compo- 
site costs-per-member-month curve declined sharply as member- 
ship increased but the rate of decline decreased and costs 
per member eventually became relatively constant. We observed 
that the leveling of the costs-per-member curve usually oc- 
curred by the time HMOs enrollc?d about 10,000 members. 

H 
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We also observed that the composite cost curve leveled 
in the vicinity of $30 per member month. L/ Some individual 
HMOs' cost curves had leveled at higher than $30 and some 
lower, but even HMOs with more than 40,000 members had 
monthly costs ranging from about $28 to $35 per member. 

The composite cost chart implies that (1) HMOs achieve 
economies of scale early in their existence in terms of en- 
rollment and (2) enrollment growth alone will not cause any 
significant decreases in costs per member after their cost 
curves level in current dollars. Therefore, for an HMO whose 
monthly costs per member have leveled, enrollment growth is 
not the critical factor in achieving financial independence. 
Assuming the HMO has adequate utilization and cost controls, 
the crucial factor is the sufficiency of subscriber rates to 
generate the revenues per member needed to break even, repay 
debts, replace facilities, and finance future growth. 

Case histories of two HMOs ------ 
that became insolvent - -- 

Sound Health Association (SHA) ----__-----___ 

SHA became qualified in 1974 and obtained a $1 million 
Federal loan. It obtained additional loans of $228,000 in 
1976 and $1.272 million in 1977, raising its total Federal 
loans to $2.5 million, the maximum allowable under the HMO 
Act at that time. However, by August 1978, SHA had lost about 
$2.49 million, and its financial position was deteriorating. 

In September 1978, HEW deferred SHA's Federal loan inter- 
est payments due in July 1978 and January 1979, because SHA 
had a severe cash shortage. Such measures, however, could 
not save SHA. In October 1978, SHA began negotiating an 
agreement with Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound for 
the purchase of SHA's assets, and in January 1979, the agree- 
ment was executed. It was estimated that about $260,000 would 
be available to cover SHA's $2.5 million Federal loan after 
other liabilities were paid. HEW revoked SHA's qualification 
in March 1979. 

l/We made a similar observation in our June 1978 report based 
on our evaluation of 14 HMOs. 
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As shown in chart B, SHA's monthly costs per member 
became relatively constant at about $35 after the first 
quarter of 1977, when SHA had about 8,000 members. Based on 
the experience of HVOs we evaluated, membership growth alone 
could not be expected to further decrease current costs per 
member significantly. However, in July 1977 SHA projected 
that it would need almost 23,000 members to break even in 
late 1979. 

SHA actually increased its membership from about 8,000 
in March 1977 to about 12,600 in August 1978. Rut because 
costs per member had become relatively level, membership 
growth tended to increase SHA's cumulative losses. 

After SHA's costs per member became relatively constant, 
at about $35 per month, SHA's main requirement for breaking 
even was to increase subscriber rates enough to generate 
sufficient revenues per member to cover costs. Its revenues, 
however, peaked at about $30 per month. We believe the major 
reason that SHA's monthly revenues per member peaked at about 
$30 was SHA'S desire to be competitive in the market for new 
members, but competitive rates could not produce enough reve- 
nues to cover costs per member. 

In a newsletter to its members in late 1978, SHA informed 
its members about the proposed sale to Group Health Coopera- 
tive of Puget Sound and stated: 

W * * * federal qualification also mandated 
a level of benefits and services that were very 
costly to SHA during its start-up years; and 
which necessitated a level of dues that were 
often substantially higher than premiums charged 
by traditional insurers for health care programs 
with lesser coverage." 

If SHA had raised subscriber rates enough to cover costs 
per member, it might have found that it could maintain a mem- 
bership level of 8,000 to 10,000 at the higher rates but 
could not capture an increasing share of the market. This 
would have indicated that only a relatively small segment of 
SHA's potential market was willing to pay substantially 
higher premiums for SHA's coverage even though it was more 
comprehensive than competitors' plans. 
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Health Alliance of Northern ------- -.;- ----.~__ _~-~- I _- -- 
California (HAMC) .-._-~--_._--"-..~- -. - _ . 

HANC became qclalified in late 1976 and obtained a Federal 
loan of $2.342 million. By &July 1978, it had incurred operat- 
ing losses of over $2.4 million. Earlier, in March 1978, the 
State of California issued a cease and desist order, direct- 
ing HANC to suspend marketinq activities because it had failed 
to meet certain State financial an:_l reporting requirements. 

Because HANC had not complietl with HEW's requirement for 
quarterly reporting of financial data, OHM0 was unaware of 
AANC's serious financial problems, As late as August 1978, 
OHM0 believed that HANC had reached break even in April 1978. 
In an August 3, 1978, letter the director of OHM0 urged the 
State to retract its cease and desist order. However, on 
August 8, OHM0 learned that YANC actually had incurred a 
large deficit of about $650,000 in the 3-month period May to 
<July 1978. That same day the OHMI:) director wrote a letter 
asking the State to disregard his August 3 letter because 
HANC did not have enough Federal Loan funds to cover the 
deficits and meet the State's net worth requirements. 

In mid-September 1978, a State court appointed a re- 
ceiver for HANC and authorized hiln to take appropriate action 
to protect the interests of HANC's creditors. The receiver 
did not negotiate a sale of HANC's assets but arranged a re- 
organization of HANC. IJnder the reorganization agreement, a 
local hospital agreed to Lend $2 million to HANC to continue 
operating as a qualified HMO. HANC continues to exist as a 
separate legal entity responsible for its Federal loan, but 
the terms of the reorganization agreement required that the 
hospital assume the operation ;inci management of HANC in mid- 
October 1978. 

3 
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In our view, BANC's rapid financial decline was primarily 
a result of its desire to maintain competitive subscriber 
rates which were too low to cover costs, combined with explo- 
sive membership growth. HANC's primary competition was Kaiser 
Foundation Health Plan of Northern California. As of June 
1976, Kaiser had about 18 percent of the health insurance 
market. Kaiser became a qualified HMO in October 1977. At 
that time, HANC's and Kaiser's subscriber rates were essen- 
tially comparable. HANC's revenues per member remained rela- 
tively constant from October 1976 through September 1977. We 
believe the desire to remain competitive with Kaiser may have 
influenced HANC to keep its subscriber rates at levels which 
proved to be too low to cover costs. Had HANC increased its 
subscriber rates enough to cover costs and found that it could 



not increase its market share, this would have meant only a 
small market segment would pay rates that cover costs. 

In a 14-month period from December 1976 through February 
1978, HANC'S enrollment increased from about 6,700 to about 
21,700 members. However, as shown in chart (3, HANC's monthly 
costs per member for the quarter ended December 1976 were 
about $29, which the experience of other HMOs indicates is 
the approximate level at which HrulOs' current costs per member 
month cease to decline. 

The quarter ended September 1977 was the last time HANC 
submitted required quarterly financial reports to HEW. For 
that quarter, HANC had about a $5 gap between monthly costs 
and revenues per member. Assuming that this gap persisted 
into 1978, HANC's large increases in membership tended to 
consume its Federal loan funds more rapidly because adding 
new members tended to increase its total deficit. 

Some HMOs have characteristics similar to __--- -------------~---.---- _-----_- 
the two HMOs that became insolvent ___--- _I_---- _- ---.-- --.___-- 

As described earlier, we classified 10 HMOs as having a 
fair chance and 6 HMOs as havinq a poor chance to achieve 
financial independence, as required by the act. 1/ The 
financial experience of these HMOs raised some doubts about 
their financial soundness. As of late 1978, a few of the 
HMOs had not yet enrolled enough members for their monthly 
costs per member to become level. In our view, uncertainty 
about their ability to enroll members, coupled with their 
low level of revenues per member, raised serious questions 
about their financial soundness. 

However, most of the HMOs hac1 already enrolled enough 
members for their costs-per-member curves to become level. 
The problems faced by these HMOs were not identical, but as 
a group their problems included the following. 

--Use of medical services had not been controlled 
adequately. 

--Current costs per member had leveled, or appeared to 
be leveling, and revenues per member were significantly 
less than costs per member. 

&/The operating experience of these HMOs is depicted in 
am. V, except for the two HMOs depicted on pp. 17 
and 20. 
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--Some HMOs' subscriber rates were significantly higher 
than competitors' rates. 

--Some HMils had overemphasized the need to enroll new 
members, apparently without considering the impact on 
loan fund availability. 

The following two cases illu!;trate the "poor" HMQs' 
problems, which were strikingly similar to the problems of 
the two HMOs that tidd become insoLvent. 

Case l--An HMO with a poor chance to meet 
the act's financial soundness requirement 

After analyzing? the operat:n([ data the HMO submitted to 
HEW, we projected that it will ne~ad at least 5-l/2 years to 
break even. If the HMO were to break even by that time, we 
estimate that it would not need more than $4 million in loan 
assistance to cover its cumulativr operating deficit. In our 
opinion, the HMO's financial problems resulted primarily from 
its failure to raise subscriber rates sufficiently during its 
early years of operation. As a result, the HMO shifted the 
burden of rate increases to the future and enlarged the size 
of needed increases in the latter part of its first 5 years 
of operation. As of December 1978, the HMO's revenues per 
member were about 12 percent less than cost per member. The 
HMO's ability to meet the act's financial soundness require- 
ment now depends mainly on its abslity to increase revenues 
per member enough to cover current costs per member, which 
have been relatively constant since early 1977. However, we 
greatly doubt the HMO's ability to raise subscriber rates 
significantly because, as of early 1979, its monthly family 
rates were as much as $20 to $40 hiqher than its competitors'. 

Qualified in mid-1975, the HMO has obtained total Fed- 
eral loans of $1.5 million. However, by October 1978, the 
HMO had only about $30,000 remaining in its loan account. 
Its deficit for the quarter ended necember 1978 was about 
$94,000" 

As shown in chart 0, the HMO's monthly costs per member 
have been relatively constant since declining to about $30 
in early 1977, when the HMO had about 5,800 members. In May 
1977 HEW declared it to be in noncompliance with the act's 
financial soundness requirement, and the HMO prepared a cor- 
rective action plan. A cornerstone of the plan was a strategy 
for increasing membership to abol!t 11,500 by the end of 1978. 
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The HMO actually increased its membershi? from ahout 
5,500 in December 1976 to about 9,809 in necember 1375, and 
its current costs :>er member reln.3ined relatively constant at 
about $30. The rl.Y~l's li3ss per me?nl)er beqan to grow srlaller 
after the HMO began raising its subscri:-,er rates i7 earlv 
1977. Before thenr its revenues i)l-?r member had rem.ained 
virtually the same for l-1/2 years;. 4lthouqh the difference 
between costs per member and reveniles per member was decreas- 
ing, membership growth tended to increase the ~~0's cumlll3tive 
deficit and cOn.;cl:ne Federal loan f In(?s at a faster pace. 

Overemphasis on ~~emSershi:r, cjr3wt;l m.?~y qive the FJFIO an 
incentive to attempt to hl>,l,i su!:scriher rates at levels which 
are competitive 'but whirh will cot cover costs per ;nelnSer. 
To survive, the IBM;? roast raise suib~criber rates enouq'h to 
cover costs, re;>ai/ zie:3ts, replare facilities, 3n3 finance 
future growth ever it it ?n(?an~ thr? HV0 cannot capture a7 in- 
creasing share ';)f the market. 

Case 2-- An YMO with a-poor chance to meet 
the act's financial soundness requirement 

After analyzing the operatincl data the :IPli) submitted to 
HEW, we projected that it may not be able to break even in 
5 years and may need more than S4 millioil to cover operating 
losses. The flM0 has had problems controlling utilization of 
medical services, but in our view, the main reason for the 
HMO's financial problems is that it has tried to maintain 
competitive subscriber rates that have been too low to gen- 
erate revenues per member necde<i to cover costs per member. 
Although the HMO's revenues per member rose 56 percent during 
its first 2-l/2 years of operation, its revenues were still 
about 16 percent less than cost-; i>er member as of r)ecember 
1978. The flYID's ability to furthc?r raise subscriber rates 
significantly i.s doubtful because, accorl-ling to the OHM0 loan 
branch chief, the HMO's monthly family rate was already as 
much as $20 hicjher than competitors' rates in February 1979. 

Qualified in mid-1976, the HMO obtained a $1.475 million 
Federal loan. It later obtained a second loan of $1.025 mil- 
lion, giving the HMO total laans of $2.5 million. By Septem- 
ber 30, 1978, the HMO had unexpended loan funds of only 
$299,000, but its quarterly deficits were still about 
$200,000. In February 1979, HEW loaned the HMO an addi- 
tional $1 million. 

Utilization control problems bad been cited many times 
by HEW personnel. For example, in $July 1977 an OHPTO loan 
branch official reported that costs for referrals to outside 
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physicians and for hospitalization were excessively high 
compared with other HMOs and with the HMO's own projections. 
In December 1977 an OHM0 management analyst reported that the 
HMO lacked control over referrals and hospitalization. 

I 
As shown in chart E, this HMO's monthly costs per member 

were at their lowest point, about $25, during the quarter ended 
September 1976-- the HMO's first Full quarter of operation as a 
qualified HMO. At that time, t.he HMO had about 6,200 members. 
The HMO has viewed continued membership growth as crucial to 
its ability to achieve financial independence. As of December 
1976, the HMO's actual enrollment of 6,600 was about 5,100 
less than projected. A major reason cited for the HMO's 
marketing failure was that its only health care facility was 
in an inner city area, which madr- m<lrketinq to surburban 
residents difficult. 

Therefore, in April 1977 the HMO applied for an expansion 
grant to establish a second health care facility in order to 
enroll members at a faster rate. HEW approved the expansion 
grant in September 1977. Later ;in its December 1978 applica- 
tion for a third Federal loan, ttle HMO projected it would 
need about 23,000 members to bre;:ik even by April 1980. As of 
February 1979, the HMO had only 14,100 members, which means 
the HMO must enroll about 9,000 new members during the next 
14 months. 

Such an ambitious enrollment goal may give the HMO an 
incentive to keep subscriber rates at levels which are compe- 
titive but which are too low to generate enough revenues per 
member to cover cost. This incentive to hold down subscriber 
rates will probably be very stronq for the HMO because, as 
mentioned earlier, the HMO's monthly family rate was as much 
as $20 higher than competitors' rates in February 1979. The 
HMO must close the gap between costs and revenues per member, 
or it will only incur more losses as membership increases and 
use Federal loan funds more rapidly. 

GOVERNMENT'S FINANCIAL RISK COULD BE MINIMIZED --~-_I_ 
BY ESTABLISHING DECISION POINTS ON HMO VIABILITY -_-_---- -_- .--- -__-- .~.~ --.- ---_ ---. -~---_ 

Under the HMO Act, HEW is responsible for protecting 
the Government's financial interests when loans are made to 
HMOs. We believe that HEW's experience with the two HMOs 
that became insolvent highlight:- HEW's responsibility to 
minimize the Government's risk. 
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After Sound Health Association was sold, it was esti- 
mated that only $260,000 would be available to cover its 
$2.5 million in Federal loans. Health Alliance of Northern 
California, on the other hand, did not default on its 
$2.342 million loan because a court-appointed receiver was 
able to reorganize its management and find additional fi- 
nancing which allowed it to continue operating. FIowever, a 
memorandum prepared in December 1978 by an OHM0 financial 
specialist stated: 

Iv* * * As has been seen from the experience of 
HANC and Sound Health, most investors are will- 
ing to purchase assets and put some additional 
amount representing 'goodwill.' Usually the 
offers have required forgiveness of federal 
loans and claims against assets obtained with 
grant funds. In other words, investors are 
not usually willing to pa;i for prior losses of 
a business regardless of the federal govern- 
ment's position in the deal." 

Xe believe that the experience of the 42 HMOs we evalu- 
ated suggests that there are appropriate decision points at 
which an HMO's financial viability should be assessed. For 
example, one indication of the HMOs' experience is that HMO 
planners should not assume that progressively increasing en- 
rollment will result in progressively lower costs per member 
in current dollars. .As previously stated, we observed that 
the HMOs' costs per member month had become relatively stable 
by the time they had enrolled 10,rJOO members, but we recog- 
nize that this could vary somewhat based on such factors as 
type of HMO or geographical location. Further study by HEW 
could provide more definitive data on the occurrence of this 
phenomenon. 

With such data HEW could encourage a new HMO to plan 
its initial stage of operation so that it will have only 
enough staff and facilities to enroll enough members for 
its costs per member month in current dollars to become 
relatively stable. The costs per member incurred at that 
point may provide a baseline for actuarially projecting an 
HMO's future costs per member, taking into account such 
factors as anticipated cost inflation, changes in enroll- 
ment mix, and the possibility of more effective cost and 
utilization controls. 

After projecting future costs per member, OHM0 should 
determine actuarially whether the subscriber rates which 
the FiMO will need to achieve financial independence within 
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5 years after qualification will be competitive in the local 
market. Such a procedure could provide a method for assess- 
ing an HMO's ultimate financial viability before it has ex- 
hausted Federal loan funds. Thereby, this procedure would 
help minimize the Government's risk of losses throuqh loan 
defaults. 

HMO MANAGERS GENERALLY BELIEVE -- -----------.--------- 
FEDERAL LOAN ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE _----~- -I----- -.- . 
UNDER THE ACT IS ADEQUATE _----__----__- 

Deficit loans ___-- 

Our questionnaire asked each respondent to estimate the 
amount of deficit loan assistance needed by an HMO of the 
same type and in the same area as the respondent. 4s shown 
on page 23, the 46 qualified HMOs responding to this question 
estimated that HMOs need an average amount of $2.9 million 
of loan assistance. Seventy-six percent of the respondents 
estimated that an HMO should need no more than $4 million. 

Each respondent was also asked to estimate how many 
years are needed to achieve financial independence. The 
64 qualified HMOs responded to this question estimated that 
HMOs need loan assistance for an average of 4.5 years. 
Ninety-one percent of the respondents estimated that an !lMO 
should be able to operate without Federal financial assist- 
ance after no more than 5 years. 

Ambulatory facility loans ~~- ------ 

The HMO Amendments of 1978 established a new program 
authorizing HEW to loan a qualified HMO up to $2.5 million 
to acquire or construct and equip an ambulatory (outpatient) 
health care center. The amendments did not limit the number 
of facilities for which an HMO can obtain such loans. 

In our questionnaire, we asked each qualified HMO and 
each grantee that had applied for qualification whether they 
planned to apply for ambulatory health care facility loans. 
Of the 32 that said they planned to apply for such loans, 
28 estimated the loan amounts they needed for a total of 
48 planned facilities. They estimated they would need 
$2.5 million or less for 43 of the 48 facilities. As a 
result, we believe the act provides adequate loan assistance 
for acquiring or constructing and equipping ambulatory health 
care centers. 
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CONCLUSIONS - --_--_ 

We believe that (1) the HMO Act, as amended, provides 
for adequate loan assistance for HMOs to cover operating 
losses incurred during their first 5 years of operation, 
(2) it is reasonable to expect an HMO to operate without 
Federal financial assistance after 5 years of operation, 
and (3) the new loan program designed to help HMOs acquire 
or construct and equip ambulatory health care facilities 
provides for adequate loan assistance. 

HMOs which can control costs efficiently should find 
they can break even within 5 years and with cumulative losses 
of $4 million or less, provided they charge subscriber rates 
that are high enough to produce revenues per member that 
cover costs per member. 

Similar to most competitive enterprises, HMOs face con- 
flicting goals: they must set prices high enough to recover 
costs, repay debts, replace facilities, and finance future 
growth; yet, they must set prices low enough to be competi- 
tive in the marketplace. If an HMO emphasizes capturing a 
progressively increasing share of the market, it will strive 
to maintain highly competitive prices. However, because an 
HMO must offer benefits that are generally more comprehensive 
than its competitors' benefits packages, the HMO may find 
that competitive prices are too low to generate enough reve- 
nues per member to cover costs per member. In such a case, 
an HMO would continue to incur deficits no matter how many 
members it enrolls or how well it manages and controls 
utilization and costs of operation. 
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We observed that the current costs per member month of 
the HMOS we evaluated generally declined sharply as enroll- 
ment increased, but the rate of decline began to decrease 
until it neared zero and current costs per member became 
relatively stable. We observed that the HMOs' current costs 
per member usually became relatively stable by the time they 
had enrolled 10,000 members. In some cases their costs per 
member had begun to increase. 

We believe that the point at which an HMO's costs per 
member month stop declining would be an appropriate time to 
assess the HMO's ultimate financial viability. At that 
point, the HMO's costs per member could provide a reasonable 
baseline for actuarially projecting the HMO's future costs 
per member and assessing the competitiveness of subscriber 
rates needed to assure the HMO's financial success. 

RECOMMENOATION TO THE SECRETARY OF HEW ___- .-- --- - 

We recommend that the Secretary of HEW establish a de- 
velopment strategy which guides new HMOs to plan for only 
enough staff and facilities to enroll and serve enough mem- 
bers during the initial stage of operation for the HMO's 
current costs per member month to become relatively stable. 
We observed that current costs per member month of HMOs we 
evaluated generally had become relatively stable by the time 
they enrolled 10,000 members. In some cases, their costs per 
member month had leveled and begun to increase. HEW should 
further study this phenomenon to develop more definitive 
data. 

The point at which an HMO's costs per member month be- 
come relatively stable could provide a baseline for ac- 
tuarially projecting the HMO's future costs per member. 
After future costs per member are projected, HEW could ac- 
tuarially assess whether the subscriber rates which the HMO 
would need to achieve financial independence would be com- 
petitive. This procedure could provide a point at which 
HEW could assess the HMO's ultimate financial viability 
before the HMO's Federal loan funds are exhausted. Such an 
assessment could provide guidance to HEW and the HMO on the 
enrollment growth patterns most likely to result in finan- 
cial independence. 

i 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION -I_ -.- 

In a draft of this report furnished to HEW for comment, 
our proposal for a development strategy for loans to new HMOs 
suggested that initial loans be based on expected operatinq 
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deficits that would be incurred until the HMO reached an 
enrollment level of 8,000 to 10,000 members--the point at 
which we observed that costs per member month became rela- 
tively constant. In commenting on our reportl HEW expressed 
the view that its HMO development strategy and its assess- 
ments of financial viability should not focus strongly on 
our observation that the costs per member month of the FlMOs 
we evaluated tended to cease declining by the time they had 
enrolled 10,QOO members. HYW pointed out that our analysis 
had not considered inflation and that the sample size was 
small. 

Rowever, HEW stated that it found our analysis informa- 
tive and useful. HEW added that our analysis would provide 
a benchmark to identify HXOs with potential financial prob- 
lems ant1 to begin focusing on the use of revenues when an 
HMO's costs per member first begin to level off. At that 
time, HEFJ Tlans to make a more indepth financial analysis 
and, if necessary, take corrective action. 

After evaluating MEW's con-,mtlnts, we modified the rec- 
ommendation in the report concerning a development strategy 
for new H!lOs to emphasize cost stability rather than enroll- 
ment size. We believe that HEW's plans and comments meet 
the intent of our recommendation, and we encourage HEW to do 
further study in this area to develop more fully this tool 
for assessing NM0 financial viability and minimizing the 
Government's financial risk. 
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CHAPTER 3 _-----.-. - 

Lc>AN PHOGRAk ADM ll!i ISTRATION : - 

IMPROV~~ME~NTS HAVE BEEN MADE BUT FURTHER __- .___ I ___~-_ ~.-_-..I--- -_--..---. ---I_-- 

STRENGTHENING IS NEEDED -..._. _----.- 

In our Septtllnbrr 19'76 and June 1978 reports (see note, 
p* 11, we pointeti cut that HEW had not issued formal policies 
needed to asslure ~1!-1,t<~rm administration of the operating de- 
ficit loan proyrlim. In our <June 1978 report, we noted that 
the OHM0 Loan Branch ditl not have enough staff to review loan 
applications. By b\dKCh 1, 1979, OliNO had drafted f(>rmal 
policies for thci r-i~:flcii loan program and had begun drafting 
regulations and ;JO: Li:y cluidance Tar the new ambulatory health 
care facility liian prqrdin. OHMU ;rrlso had increased the size 
of the Loan BrarIch staff'. ;-loweve r r the target dates for issu- 
ing loan pal i.c i~+::13 i-31; ai.ri uncertain, and the Lc,an Branch may 
soon need addlt;ori,31 st,lff . 

OHMO's <Yom;,1 i.dn(.:e Division, established as a distinct 
organizational. t:ntit:l during fiscal year 1978, is responsible 
for monitoring !.he operations ant3 financial viability of 
qualified HMOs. Trl June 1978, we reported that OHElO had not 
issued compllan(;e regulations and (iid not have enough staff 
to monitor systt:mI;rt.'ically the financial soundness of HMOs with 
loans. As o t. PI,~L c.1 1 , 1979, OHYO had improved the compliance 
program. Howe\:~'~ , 5i)inf problems persist that may prevent the 
Compliance Di.vi <ii:11 i:Tom funct i0ni '~(3 as effectively as antic- 
ipated. 

LOAN PROGRAM POLICIES AND - --.~---~. .- _. .---- 
REGULATIONS STILI., MUST BE ISSUEI.. I_- -~. - ..-. -. -- ~_I _.^_ 

Although proijre:js had been made toward finalizing operat- 
ing deficit loan policies and formulating regulations and 
policy guidance for the ambulatory health care facility loan 
program, it is stiil not clear when the regulations and poli- 
cies will be iss!11:(3 q Specifici3lly 

--OHMO' s schedule for issu 1.ny formal operating deficit 
loan po:lic ies has sliplxr1 significantly and 

--OHMO's target: dates for issdiny regulations and 
policy quitlance on the n:?w ambulatory health care 
facilit:, l&)2111 proyraiir art+ optimistic. 



Formal policies for the deficit 
loan program remain unissued 

In commenting on our June 1978 report, OHM0 said that 
the Public Health Service loan policy officer was reviewing 
HMO program loan policies and that this review would be ex- 
pedited to permit early implementation. In October 1978, 
OHMO's Division of Development set June 30, 1979, as the 
target date for issuing operating deficit loan policies. 
However, as of March 1, 1979, the division had fallen behind 
schedule to such an extent that the target date probably 
cannot be met. 

The Division of Development has drafted a series of 
operating deficit loan policies pertaining to (1) loan moni- 
toring, defaults and remedies, and general provisions applying 
to direct loans and loan guarantees, (2) special provisions 
applying to direct loans only, and (3) special provisions 
applying to loan guarantees only. The Public Health Service 
loan policy officer has reviewed the drafts, but because of 
insufficient staff, the division has redrafted only the gen- 
eral provisions, loan monitoring, and defaults and remedies 
sections for further review by the loan policy officer and 
HEW's Office of General Counsel, 

The division's October 1978 workplan schedule for issu- 
ing operating deficit loan policies has slipped considerably. 
For example, certain parts of the general provisions section 
were to be issued between November 1978 and February 1979; 
loan monitoring policies were to be completed by December 1, 
1978; and defaults and remedies policies were to be completed 
by January 7, 1979. As of April 1, 1979, none of these sec- 
tions had been issued, but publication was expected around 
May 1. 

Considering the slippage that occurred while preparing 
the first three sections for issuance, the two remaining 
sections-- special provisions applying to direct loans and 
loan guarantees-- probably will not be completed by June 30 
as planned. The Loan Branch chief was able to assign only 
one part-time staff member to preparing all of the operating 
deficit loan policies because of the loan application workload. 
Although the two remaining sections are considered to be rela- 
tively small, the branch chief agreed that, given staffing 
limitations and the lengthy review process, the June 30 target 
date is unrealistic. He estimated that the remaining policy 
sections will not be completed before the end of fiscal year 
1979. 
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The branch chief stated that i-lit; statf was large enough 
to handle the fiscal year 1973 laan d[>plication workload, 
provided that the (jualification Division, Compliance Division, 
and regional offices carried out certain 'Key responsibilities. 
For example, in the past, staff responsible for qualifying 
HMOs and awardiny loans both made cleterininations about an 
HMO's financial viability. Pdc)w the Qualification Division is 
responsible for making this ]udqment, while the Loan Branch 
focuses on technical issues irlvi,Ivcd in makin(J loans. 

In the same vein, the Coni>liance Division is now formally 
responsible for monitoring the continuing financial viability 
of HMOs with Federal loans. The Loan Branch is now directly 
responsible only for assuring that HYOs comply with the tech- 
nical requirements of loan agreements. This responsibility, 
in turn, has been delegated to the regional offices. As of 
March 1, 1979, however, the reyional offices had not begun 
monitoring, and although the branch chief expected them to 
start soon, he was unable to provide a precise date. 

As of mid-February 1979, OHM0 had not formally estimated 
the workload expected to result from the new ambulatory health 
care facility loan program.' The director of the Division of 

l/One grogram analyst was spending about 75 percent of 
his time preparing regulations and policy guidance for 
the ambulatory health care tacility loan program. 



Development and the Loan Branch chief informally surveyed 
qualified HMOs anci estimated that about 25 loan applications 
would result. Since OHM0 will apparently be unable to start 
the program much before the end of fiscal year 1979, these 
applications will become part ot the Loan l3ranch's fiscal 
year 1980 workload. Assuming tllat. the branch's operating 
deficit loan workload for fiscal j:ear 1980 will be the same 
as the fiscal year 1.979 workload of 25 applications, the 
25 additional ambulatory health car? facility loan applica- 
tions would dorlhle the branch's overall workload. 

Based on stir yuestionnaire rescllts, interest in the new 
loan program may be even greater. We asked managers of yual- 
ified HMOs and grantees that have applied for qualification 
whether they anticipated applyiny for a loan to acquire or 
construct and equi.5 an ambulatory health care facility within 
the 2-year peri& January 1979 to January 1981. Of the 76 
who responded, 32 (about 42 percent) said that they expected 
to apply. These :32 respondents indicated an interest in sett- 
ing up a total of 54 facilities. Since a separate loan ap- 
plication will be required for each facility planned, the 
32 respondents would generate a total of 54 loan applications. 
Although the respondents were asked to estimate their need 
for ambulatory health care facility loans over a a-year period 
ending January 1981, the Loan Branch's fiscal year 1980 work- 
load will be most affected if t.he program does not begin until 
the start of fiscal year 1980. Adding 54 ambulatory facility 
loan applications to 25 operatLng deficit loan applications 
would more than triple the branctl's workload. 

The Loan Branch chief stated that the branch is not 
staffed adequately to handle the significant workload increase 
expected once the ambulatory health care facility loan proyram 
gets underway. Although leadtime is needed to bring a new 
staff member ~1~ to full efficien::y, he was also not aware of 
any plans to increase the branch's staff in anticipation of 
a workload increase. Accordiny to the director of the Divi- 
sion of Reveiopment, there are n(3 plans to increase Loan 
Branch staffing in fiscal year 1979. 

The fiscal year 1980 apg,r-opriation request includes nine 
additional personnel position:, far the division, of which the 
Loan Branch is a part. Howevtr, no decision has been made 
about how the positions might be distributed. Furthermore, 
even if the Loan Branch were to receive some of these posi- 
tions, the division director cioe~ not anticipate filling them 
before the spring of 1380 beciluse she presumes there will be 
some delay in receiving the aijljropriation. Therefore, if 



the ambulatory health care facility loan program starts any- 
time before the middle of fiscal year 1980, the Loan Branch 
may be inadequately staffed to handle it. 

ADDITIONAL ACTION IS NEEDED i j 
TO ASSURE EFFECTIVE MONITORING I 
OF HMOs WITH FEDERAL LOANS 

In guidance issued to the regions in August 1978, devel- 
oping and implementing an effective compliance system was 
listed as one of three major activities OHM0 planned for fis- 
cal year 1979. As of March 1, 1979, OHM0 had improved the 
compliance program by (1) issuing compliance regulations, (2) 
publishing an HMO compliance plan, which outlined the com- 
pliance program's functions, procedures, organization, and 
staffing, and (3) developing a computerized management in- 
formation system to summarize performance data on HMOs and 
provide the basis for an "early warning" system that would, 
among other things, monitor the financial soundness of HMOs. 
Also, the Compliance Division's staff had been greatly ex- 
panded. 

In assessing the division's plan to monitor the financial 
viability of qualified HMOs, we found problems that may pre- 
vent the division from doing its job as effectively as antic- 
ipated. Specifically: 

--Some HMOs do not submit the quarterly reports 
taining the data the division needs to effect 
monitor compliance in a timely fashion. 

con- 
ively 

--The data the division receives may not be rel iable. 

--Staffing in the HMO Compliance Branch, although 
significantly increased, still may not be adequate to 
handle an increasing workload. 

--OHM0 lacks uniform policy guidance by which to 
evaluate compliance. 

--OHM0 has not defined the regional compliance role. 



Many HMOs do not submit required ___ .-....- .~ 
reports to OHM0 in a timely fashc%l 

The HMO Compliance Branch, part of OHMO's Division of 
Compliance, is responsible for assuring that qualified HMOs 
comply with all. aspects of the act. Financial unsoundness 
has been the mo:jt common and serious proPlem among HMOs in 
trouble. To mo~~itor financial viability, the branch will 
rely heavily on OHNO's new early warning system, which is 
based on data contained in quarterly reports HMOs are required 
to submit to OHNO. The system's purpose is to identify prob- 
lems early enouidh to generate corrective action, and its 
success depends largely on the prompt submission of quarterly 
reports. However, many HMOs do not submit these reports 
promptly. 

OHM0 expected reports from 53 HMOs for the third quarter 
of calendar year 1978. As of December 12, 1978, about a month 
after the reports were due, 19 (about 36 percent) of the HMOs 
had not responded. On January 19, 1979, OHM0 still did not 
have the third (quarter reports of five HMOs. For the fourth 
quarter, OHM0 expected reports f rorn 60 HMOs. Reports were 
due on February 15, 1979, or March 15, 1979, if the quarter 
also marked the end of an HMO's fiscal year. As of March 29, 
1979, 33 (about 55 percent) of the HMOs had not responded. 

In DecernbeL. 1971, the Division of Compliance initiated 
a "tickler"' syst.ern LO encourage the prompt submission of 
quarterly reports. Under the system the division's document 
control officer is responsible for sending polite reminders 
to tiMOs that are a week late submitting their reports. After 
about 2 weeks, c'l stronger reminder is sent. These letters 
state that, if t.he reports are not submitted within 15 days 
of their receipt, OHM0 will issue .j notice of noncompliance 
and a notice of intent to default (In a loan, if applicable. 

According !:o the document control officer, HMOs have 
responded to the reininders. However, she is sometimes unable 
to get the notices out as promptly as desired because of her 
workload. Sincl+ the tickler system already permits a grace 
period of about 5 weeks before OHM0 takes serious action, 
additional delays could make its v(alue questionable. 

The early warning system -- 
may lack reliable -data 

To be effective, the early warning system requires re- 
ports that are not only timely, but also accurate. How- 
ever, questions have been raised about the reliability of the 
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data HMOs submit in these reports. One compliance officer, 
for example, expressed concern about the effectiveness of the 
early warning system because she felt the data in quarterly 
reports were poor. One of the analysts who helped develop 
the early warning system agreed that the data were not very 
good. 

OHM0 has not validated the accuracy of data HMOs submit 
in quarterly reports. Recognizing the importance of good data 
to the early warning system's success, the Division of Com- 
pliance included a step in its January 1979 workplan to design 
and implement procedures for validating quarterly report in- 
formation. According to the division director, computer pro- 
grams were to be developed that would compare, among other 
things, an HMO's quarterly reports to its yearly audited fi- 
nancial statements to determine accuracy of reported data. 
The workplan target date for completing the step was Feb- 
ruary 1; however, as of March 1, validation procedures were 
still being designed and tested. 

Staffinq in the HMO Compliance 
Branch may not be sufficient to 
handle an increasinq workload- -- 

The workload for each HMO compliance officer has exceeded 
early projections. When staffing levels were first considered, 
it was anticipated that each compliance officer would monitor 
eight HMOs. The EIMO Compliance Branch has 10 compliance of- 
ficers. As of March 23, 1979, there were 89 qualified HMOs, 
or an average of about 9 HMOs per compliance officer, and the 
workload is expected to grow. OHM0 projects a total of 116 
qualified HMOs by the end of fiscal year 1979 and 144 by the 
end of fiscal year 1980. This would mean that each compliance 
officer will be responsible for monitoring 11 HMOs in fiscal 
year 1979 and 14 HMOs in fiscal year 1980. 

The Division of Compliance has not determined how many 
HMOs a compliance officer can monitor effectively. It ap- 
pears, however, that 10 may be the maximum manageable work- 
load, provided that the HMOs are not experiencing serious fi- 
nancial problems. According to compliance officers we inter- 
viewed, monitoring 10 is manageable, although one officer be- 
lieved that only one site visit per year would be possible. 
They also added that, if two or three HMOs had financial prob- 
lems requiring considerable attention, an officer could not 
adequately monitor the other seven or eight. 
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As of April i, 1979, seven HMOs had received notices of 
evaluation, indicating that serious problems might exist, 
and five had received notices of noncompliance, indicating 
that serious problems had been confirmed. Financial viab- 
ility was a concern in each case. To prevent overburdening 
a compliance officer who is handling two or three problem 
HMOs, the division distributes his rt?maining workload among 
other compliance officers. However, since the compliance 
officers are already handling an average of about nine HMOs 
apiece, giving them responsibility for even more HMOs may 
impair their ability to do their jobs adequately. Similarly, 
as the number of qualified HMOs grows, staffing in the HMO 
Compliance Branch may not be sufficient to handle the in- 
creasing workload. 

According to the director, Division of Compliance, the 
early warning system, when fully operational, should enable 
compliance officers to adequately monitor more HMOs. The 
system will give compliance officers summaries of performance 
data on the HMOs they are monitoring and flag HMOs with prob- 
lems. The system will also provide key information about the 
causes of problems, and financial and marketing specialists 
will be available: to kelp compliance officers analyze data. 
If the system operates properly, it might help compliance 
officers handle a larger workload. However, given the data 
problems described in preceding sections (see pp. 32 and 33) 
and the fact that the system is still untried, it is premature 
to assume that this will occur. 

OHM0 lacks uniform policy guidance I- 91 ?----- -.- which to evaluate HMO compliance -_c__I_-_ ..-. -__ 

The director of the Division of Compliance stated that 
his efforts to improve the compliance program have been im- 
paired somewhat oy the lack of uniform policy guidance 
throughout OHM0 concerning such important issues as deter- 
mining financial viability. New compliance officers have not 
received a policy manual outlining OHMO's position on situa- 
tions they must evaluate. Consequently, the division's 
January 1979 work?lan included a step to begin compiling a 
compliance policy and procedures manual by February 1. 

The policy section of the manual is intended to be of- 
ficewide in scope. According to ttle liivision director, to 
develop the policy section the division assembled Office of 
General Counsel decisions, qualification denial letters, 
program bulletins, and other docamctnts containing OHM0 policy 



statements. By early March, l.. '470t !.1;1,> I':..;,- "' : . ,.; ;] : : 1. 
lined and Division of Compliance administrative poiic~es tldti 
been summarized. The director estimated that the compliance 
procedures section of the manual would probably be completed 
by the end of fiscal year 1979. However, the policy section 
would be finished only if agreement could be reached on all 
OHM0 policies. The director was less confident about com- 
pleting the policy section by the end of fiscal year 1979 be- 
cause of expected delays in reaching full agreement on some 
issues. 

OHM0 has not defined the regional .---- 
office compliance role 

In its August 1978 guidance to the regional offices, 
OHM0 stated that protocols outlining regional office compli- 
ance responsibilities would be prepared in the next few 
months. Also, OHM0 indicated that consideration was being 
given to assigning some compliance officers to the regional 
offices because of the likelihood that more accurate inforna- 
tion could be obtained there than at OHM0 headquarters. How- 
ever, by early March no decisions had been made about the 
regional office compliance role. 

Based on our review work at three regional offices, it 
appears that regional personnel may be in a better position 
than headquarters staff to monitor some compliance aspects. 
In some instances regional personnel were able to identify 

. an HMO's difficulties before headquarters staff became aware 
of them. For example, in one case regional personnel learned 
from State agency contacts about a drastic increase in an 
HIlO's enrollment during one month. They immediately visited 
the HMO and found that the increase was causing excessive re- 
ferrals that could have resulted in health care cost in- 
creases. Generally, regional personnel are closer to HMOs, 
have detailed knowledge about the HMOs in their regions, and 
can more easily establish personal contacts with HMO personnel 
and State regulatory officials. 

In the view of the director, Division of Compliance, be- 
fore a regional office compliance role is finally defined, 
the headquarters compliance operation should be functioning 
smoothly. Policy and procedures should be clearly delineated, 
and the early warning system should be fully operational. 
Also, specific guidance on the compliance process and required 
procedures should be available for the regional office staff. 
In light of these criteria, the director did not think OHM0 
was ready to define a regional office compliance role. 



We recognize that policies and procedures are needed 
before the regional role can be defined, but because of 
the potential advantages a regional compliance role offers, 
we believe OHM0 should complete the necessary policies and 
procedures as quickly as possible. 

CONCLUSIONS 

HEW has made progress toward publishing formal, uniform 
operating deficit ioan policies; formulating and issuing 
regulations and pr~l.icy guidance for the ambulatory health 
care facility loan i:royram; and improving the Loan Branch's 
staffing situation. Qowever, somr problems persist. 

As of April 1, 1979, the oper-sting deficit loan policies 
had not been issued, and they were: not likely to be published 
in their entirety by the June 30, 1979, target date. Simil- 
arly, preparation of: regulations and policy guidance for the 
ambulatory health care Eacility loan program had begun to 
fall behind schedule, and more delays were anticipated at 
various review stages. Sufficient staff and priority need to 
be assigned to these projects so that uniform policies for 
awarding operating lleficit loans ::arr he available as soon as 
possible and the ambulatory healt!) c:are facility Loan program 
can get underway. 

Although the Loan Branch appears to be adequately staffed 
to handle its projected workload for fiscal year 1979, it may 
be understaffed to handle the larger workload expected to re- 
sult in fiscal year 1980 from the alnbulatory health care fa-, 
cility loan program. Early attention needs.to be given to 
the effects of the new loan proyrarn on the branch's workload 
so that timely, informed decisions can be made about the need 
for more staff. 

HEN has improved its compliance program, and more 
changes are in proyress. Although it is still too soon to 
determine the effectiveness of OHMCl's new compliance effort, 
we perceive some problems that could impair the effort's 
success. 

Data required for the early warning system are not 
being submitted in a timely fashion, and there are questions 
about their reliability. The new tickler system for remind- 
ing tardy HMOs to submit their reports should be carefully 
watched to determine its effectiveness, and consideration 



should be given to assigning more staff to operate it. Also, 
priority should be given to developing and implementing pro- 
cedures for validating report data as soon as possible. 
Staffing in the HMO Compliance Branch may not be sufficient 
to handle a larger workload. Constant attention should be 
paid to the staffing needs in the branch so that the new com- 
pliance program is not crippled at the start by a staff short- 
age. Further, priority should be placed on completing a com- 
pliance policy and procedures manual and defining regional 
compliance responsibilities. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE 
SECRETARY OF HEW $ ----.---- -.- - - 

We recommend that the Secretary of HEW: 

--Assign enough staff to complete work on policies for 
the deficit loan program and regulations and policies 
for the ambulatory health care facility loan program 
and see that these regulations and policies move 
quickly through departmental review levels. 

--Assess the impact of the ambulatory health care fa- 
cility loan program on the workload of OHMO's Loan 
Branch to assure that the branch is adequately 
staffed when the new loan program begins. 

--Take action needed to assure that required reports 
from qualified HMOs are submitted more promptly. 

--Assess the impact of an increasing number of qualified 
HMOs on the HMO Compliance Branch's ability to monitor 
their compliance so that additional staff can be as- 
signed promptly, if required. 

--Give priority to validating HMO report data, complet- 
ing a summary of compliance policy and procedures in 
order to assure uniformity, and rendering a decision 
on regional responsibilities. 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

HEW concurred in our recommendations, stating, among 
other things, that (1) priority is being given to completing 
needed loan regulations, policies, and procedures promptly, 
(2) of the nine positions requested for OHM0 programs in 
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fiscal year 1980, three are targeted for the Loan Branch, 
(3) an effort will be undertaken to quantitatively measure 
the impact of OHMO's new monitoring process and computer 
system on staff efficiency, and (4) a structured OHM0 policy 
and procedures manual can be expected within 9 months and 
a final decision about the future regional office role by 
the end of the fiscal year. 3 
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CHAPTER 4 - 

HMO ACT PROVIDES FOR ADEQUATE GRANT ASSISTANCE -- ---- 

BUT FISCAL YEAR 1979 BUDGET UNCERTAINTIES --- A--- 

MAY AFFECT PROGRAM IN LATER YEARS -- 

The HMO Act, as amended, provides for grants to public 
or nonprofit organizations to help fund the costs of feasi- 
bility studies, planning, and initial development activities 
needed to establish a new HMO or to expand the operations 
of a qualified HMO. The results of our questionnaire in- 
dicated that the act generally provides for adequate assist- 
ance to grantees. 

However, because the fiscal year 1979 budget for the 
grant program is uncertain, OHM0 may have to fund a limited 
number of grants in that year which could decrease the number 
of grantees becoming ready for qualification in later years. 

QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS-INDICATE THE ACT -A- 
PROVIDES FOR ADEOUATE GRANT ASSISTANCE -~ - ---.~--__--- 

New HMOs are developed through a three-phase grant proc- 
ess. First, grantees must determine whether an HMO is fea- 
sible in their area. Feasibility studies include such ac- 
tivities as identifying target population groups and potential 
providers: estimating subscriber and facility requirements; 
and identifying State laws, regulations, and practices relat- 
ing to HMOs. 

After a grantee establishes that an HMO is feasible, the 
grantee must perform planning activities, which include such 
things as recruiting key staff; establishing community sup- 
port; developing a formal organization, health benefits plan, 
premium structure, marketing plan, and financial plan; iden- 
tifying basic health services providers; and planning for 
necessary facilities and equipment. 

Once plans are made, the grantee is ready to begin the 
initial development activities necessary to prepare for opera- 
tions as a qualified HMO. Initial development activities 
include such things as recruiting and training essential 
personnel, developing a comprehensive financial plan, organ- 
izing physicians and other basic health services, construct- 
ing or renovating facilities, organizing ambulatory care 
facilities, and initiating an enrollment plan. 
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irj/ 1,000,00u 

Maximum 
Total period 

amount of each 
available grant 

$ l.50,000 1 year 
400,000 1 year 

~~,‘1,000,000 - f/3 years 

$i,550,000 ~.__- 

c/'The HMO Amendments ;,f 1976 inclecised the ceiling from .- 
$125,000 to $200,000. 

~asecr ‘;I-I ti 6; Lc+c-~lt.~ (.)I. our i[:;estionnaire, we believe 
the ceilings bla~ecl on grants for IlMO feasibility studies, 
planning F and i.riiti.a.1 development are reasonable and do 
nnt need to 5~: i.ncreased. 



feasibility grants. The average amount of their first fea- 
sibility grants, including supplemental amounts, was about 
$62,000. However, as shown below, the average amount for 
each fiscal year had increased from about $49,000 in 1975 
to about $71,000 in 1978. 

Amounts Of First Feasibility Grants 
Awarded To EstablTsh New HMOs (note a) 

Number 
Fiscal of re- Mean Median 

year spondents amount amount Range 

1978 44 $70,942 $72,344 $42,455-$75,000 
1977 

(note b) - 
1976 5 46,745 49,838 30,000-57,793 
1975 27 49,334 49,927 45,000-50,000 - 

Total 76 61,673 67,160 z 30,000-75,000 

a/Includes supplemental grant amounts. 

h/OHM0 awarded only five feasibility grants in fiscal year 
1977. None of the respondents to our questionnaire re- 
ceived its first feasibility grant in that fiscal year. 
The average amount of the five grants awarded in 1977 was 
$41,737. 

Of the 76 respondents, 51 said they had completed their 
feasibility studies, and only 2 said the outcome of their 
studies had been inadequate. Neither attributed the inade- 
quacy to lack of funds. 

All respondents to our questionnaire were asked to 
estimate at today's prices the cost of doing a feasibility 
study to establish a new HMO. Of 143 who responded to this 
question, 42 percent estimated it would cost $75,000 or less, 
80 percent estimated $100,000 or less, and 94 percent esti- 
mated $150,000 or less. The average estimate was about 
$98,000. 
$150,000. 

The maximum amount available to a grantee is 

We asked each qualified HMO and each grantee that had 
applied for qualification to estimate how much it would cost 
at today's prices to study the feasibility of expanding its 
membership significantly. Of 74 that responded to the 
question, 51 percent estimated it would cost $50,000 or 
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less, 76 percent estimated $75,000 or less, and 96 percent 
estimated $100,000 or less. The average estimate was about 
$64,000. 

Planning grants 

Forty-seven respondents had received at least one plan- 
ning grant during fiscal years 1975-78 to establish a new HMO; 
15 had obtained two planning grants. The average amount of 
their first planning grants, including supplemental amounts, 
was about $141,000. However, as shown below, the average 
amount for each fiscal year had increased from about $122,000 
in 1975 to about $175,000 in 1977. L/ The 15 grantees that 
had received a second planning grant had obtained an average 
amount of $118,500, with amounts ranging from $40,000 to 
$200,000. 

Amounts Of First Planning Grants 
Awarded To Establish New HMOs (note a) 

Fiscal 
year 

Number 
of re- Mean Median 

spondents amount amount Range 

1978 
1977 7 $175,292 $199,600 $125,000-$200,000 
1976 25 142,380 125,000 41,820-200,000 
1975 15 122,461 124,995 103,492-125,000 I 

Total 47 140,925 125,000 41,820-200,000 - 

a/Includes supplemental grant amounts. 

Of the 47 respondents, 45 said they had completed their 
planning activities, and 7 characterized the outcome of their 
planning stage as less than adequate. Only three said that 
lack of funds had caused their problems. They said they 
would have used additional funds for such things as addi- 
tional project staff, facilities planning, consultants, and 
management information system planning. 

&/In fiscal year 1978, OHM0 awarded 13 planning grants; none 
of the respondents to our questionnaire received its first 
planning grant in 1978. The average amount of the 13 
grants awarded in 1978 was $159,110. 
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We asked every respondent that had begun or completed 
its planning activities to estimate how much it would cost 
at today's prices to perform planning activities to establish 
a new HMO. Of 104 who responded to the question, 57 percent 
estimated it would cost $200,000 or less, 83 percent esti- 
mated $250,000 or less, and 95 percent estimated $400,000 
or less. The average estimate was $216,000. The maximum 
amount available for planning is $400,000. 

We asked each qualified HMO and each grantee that had 
applied for qualification to estimate how much it would cost 
at today's prices to plan for expanding membership signifi- 
cantly. Of the 72 who responded to the question, 51 percent 
estimated $100,000 or less and 81 percent estimated $200,000 
or less. The average estimate was $135,000. 

Initial development grants 

Forty-eight respondents had received at least one ini- 
tial development grant during fiscal years 1975-78 to ini- 
tially develop a new HMO; only nine had received two initial 
development grants. The average amount of their first grants, 
including supplemental amounts, was about $622,000. However, 
as shown below, the average amount for each fiscal year had 
increased from about $438,000 in 1975 to about $813,000 in 
1976 and then declined to about $541,000 in 1978. The nine 
grantees who obtained second grants received an average 
of $232,000, with amounts ranging from about $72,000 to 
$539,000. 

Amounts Of First Initial Development 
Grants Awarded To Establish New HMOs (note a) 

Number 
Fiscal of re- Mean Median 

year spondents amount amount 

1978 9 $541,140 $397,467 
1977 18 710,179 775,912 
1976 8 812,626 983,390 
1975 13 437,826 345,005 - 

Total 48 621,796 571,254 Z 
a/Includes supplemental grant amounts. - 

Range 

$150,000-$1,000,000 
83,200-l,OOO,OOO 

482,888-l,OOO,OOO 
124,456-l,OOO,OOO 

83,200-l,OOO,OOO 
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Of the 48 respondents, 43 said they were either already 
qualified or expected to become qualified within 3 months. 
Only 4 of the 43 characterized the outcome of their initial 
development phase as less than adequate. Three of the four 
said lack of funds had hampered, at least to a moderate ex- 
tent, their ability to meet their initial development goals. 
They said they would have used additional funds for.such 
things as additional project staff, administrative and medical 
equipment, management information systems development, fa- 
cilities renovation, and consultants. 

We asked all respondents that had begun or completed 
initial development to estimate how much it would cost at 
today's prices to do the initial development activities nec- 
essary to establish a new HMO. Of 90 who responded to the 
question, 62 percent estimated $1 million or less and 97 per- 
cent estimated $2 million or less. The average estimate was 
$1.03 million. The maximum amount available will be $2 mil- 
lion beginning October 1, 1979; the current limit is $1 mil- 
lion. 

We asked each qualified HMO and each grantee that had ap- 
plied for qualification to estimate how much it would cost at 
today's prices to complete the initial development activities 
necessary to expand membership significantly. Of 70 who re- 
sponded to the question, 56 percent estimated $500,000 or 
less, 73 percent estimated $1 million or less, and 96 percent 
estimated $2 million or less. The average estimate was about 
$836,000. In addition, it should be remembered that, as dis- 
cussed in chapter 2, the HMO Amendments of 1978 authorized 
a program to lend an HMO up to $2.5 million to acquire or 
construct and equip an ambulatory health care facility. Such 
facilities are often a major part of an expansion effort; 
therefore, the new loan program can provide a major source 
of financing for expansion efforts. 

FISCAL YEAR 1979 BUDGET UNCERTAINTIES 
MAY AFFECT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
IN LATER FISCAL YEARS 

As of March 1, 1979, the HMO grant program budget for 
fiscal year 1979 was still uncertain. No funds were appro- 
priated for feasibility or planning grants for 1979 because 
the authorizations for them had expired in 1978 and had no&- 
been extended in time for appropriation action, Authoriza- 
tion for initial development grants had not expired. 
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Funding ILL fc,;l:., L~, 1 I i.ty and 1:'; Semi. I i~q grants was provided 
under a conti.liui!lg x-esoiution, 1-i mechanism that allows un- 
authorized prc:grlAms to operate ,.i1 t:!lc level of either the 
administration's proposed budg~::t. or the prior year's budget, 
whichever is lower. Consegueni Ilo as shown below, the grant 
program entered fiscal year 1919 under an interim budget 
of about $14.5 million, or abc)ilt. $9.4 million less than 
the administration's proposed :)11:1qet. 

In the ar;reildm,L:r~ts to .ihr_; .iP?r, ijct passed in November 1978, 
the Congress <iuthtil- ized $31 ml :.i .L)I~ for fiscal year 1979 to 
fund the HMO grant program and two newly established HMO pro- 
grams, a management intern train,ng program and a technical 
assistance program. In response, OHM0 has proposed a supple- 
mental budget request that would increase the grant program 
budget to $29 million, as shoti: ,,e!ow. 

The director of the iilvi- I!. 'i c,f Development anticipates 
that the supplemental request .&ill be approved. However, if 
OHM0 were restricted to the ii:tecim fiscal year 1979 budget, 
the number of grants awarded wo111d be greatly restricted. 
The supplemental budget would pt'xvide funding for 147 grants, 
but the interim budget would Irc:)vide funding for only 84. 
OHM0 officials pointed out that funding so few projects in 
1979 would reduce the number of' prc>jects moving toward qual- 
ification during_: later fiscal )'l:d1-:j p If the supplemental 
request is approved, OHM0 est.~nc~t.a:; the additional funds 
will result in about 38 new HMO!: by fiscal year 1981. 

Fiscal Year 1979 HMO Grant Program Budget --.--.. -_- ---. ~-~~ ~~- - - 

TYIX 
grant 

Adminis- Budget 
tration's with sup- 
proposed ! i. te c im plemental 

budye t i.J:,d$je t .__ - request 

Feasibility $ 5.25 5 5.25 $ 6.0 
Planning 10.60 1.20 10.0 
Initial 

development 8.06 8.06 13.0 .-- -- -11 -__I 

Total $23.91 a/$,4.51 $29.0 --- _- ---_- --- ----- A- 
a/In addition, $1,54"7 million is available from unobligated 

fiscal year 1978 funds that w+!re required to be set aside 
for rural HMO purposes. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We believe that grants awarded to developing HMOs should 
be sufficient to assure that the outcome of each grant phase 
is adequate. Responses to our questionnaire indicate that 
few respondents viewed the outcome of their grant phases as 
inadequate, and not all that characterized a particular 
grant phase as inadequate said lack of funds had caused the 
inadequacies. 

In general, the amounts awarded to grantees have been 
well within the maximums prescribed by the act, as amended. 
Also, the amounts that the respondents estimated they would 
need to perform each grant phase at today's prices were gen- 
erally within the maximums set by the act. Therefore, we 
do not believe the maximums need to be increased at this time. 

Although the act provides for adequate assistance, un- 
certainties exist in the fiscal year 1979 grant program budget. 
OHM0 has requested a supplemental appropriation that would 
allow funding of 147 grants, as opposed to 84 grants under 
its present budget. If only 84 grants were funded in 1979, 
the number of projects nearing qualification in later fiscal 
years would be reduced far below the potential numbers fore- 
seen by OHMO. 

This situation presents a strong argument for increasing 
the fiscal year 1979 appropriation. However, 
in chapter 3, 

as pointed out 
we believe staffing shortages may be imminent 

in OHMO's Loan Branch and Compliance Division. Large future 
increases in the number of qualified HMOs would serve to 
aggravate these problems unless additional staff can be as- 
signed to these functions. 



CHAPTER 5 --_-.- -. I _ 

PROBLEMS EXIST WITH POLICIES, PROCEDURES, 

AND STAFFING IN THE HMO GRANT PROGRAM, -.--~~ --- ----l_-----_----~ _--.-- --- _--. --- 

BUT OHM0 IS TAKING CORRECTIVE ACTION __~--~_---------__---___-- __-__ --_ 

A primary purpose of the HMO grant program is to fund 
organizations through developmental stages until they meet 
Federal qualification standards. To do this effectively, 
both grantees and HEW personnel need a common understanding 
of specific requirements that must be met before a grantee 
can be designated as qualified. Without clearly def.ined re- 
quirements and criteria, HEW personnel cannot establish an 
effective strategy to guide grantees consistently through the 
development process, and grantees cannot plan their activi- 
ties based on specific, clearly defined goals. In other 
words, all the players need to know the "rules of the game." 

As of March 8, 1979, OHYO had neither published qualifi- 
cation guidelines which help define requirements for HMOs as 
set forth in Federal regulations nor issued adequate guidance 
to regional personnel on the outputs expected during each 
grant phase or the standards to be applied in reviewing grant 
applications. Although OHM0 has initiated plans to publish 
qualification guidelines and issue new grant program guidance, 
we believe the absence of adequate guidance has hindered 
HEW's ability to administer the grant program clearly and 
consistently. In addition, two regional offices we reviewed 
are not adequately staffed for fiscal year 1979. 

REGIONAL PERSONNEL NEED BETTER GUIDANCE -- ____- ----------~I.---- __.__ --__ 
TO DEVELOP NEW HMOs EFFECTIVELY------- -.--II .--. -.------- -~-.- --.-- _.__--.- 

HEW regional offices and OHM0 jointly administer the 
HMO grant program. Regional offices are the initial contact 
point for prospective grantees. Regional personnel help pro- 
spective grantees complete grant applications, review the 
applications for completeness and merit, recommend to OHM0 
whether applications should be approved, and monitor grantees' 
progress. However, because OHM0 has final authority to ap- 
prove grants and make qualification determinations, regional 
personnel must look to OHM0 for guidance on the standards 
that OHM0 applies when approving grants or qualifying HMOs. 

The guidance OHM0 provided was inadequate. As a result, 
regional personnel sometimes had given guidance to grantees 
that later was found to conflict with OHMO's views. According 
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to regional personnel, they lose credibility with grantees 
when this occurs. OHM0 recognizes that the guidance provided 
to regional personnel needs improvement and has initiated a 
series of projects to correct the situation. However, OHMO's 
efforts were not far enough along for us to determine their 
effectiveness. 

Examples of conflicting guidance 

The following examples illustrate conflicting regional 
and OHM0 interpretations and guidance provided to grantees 
proceeding through the grant phases toward qualification. 

1 Example 

A grantee had submitted an initial development grant 
application projecting a hospital utilization rate of 
950 days per 1,000 persons based on local experience. The 
regional office viewed the application as excellent, but 
OHM0 took exception to the hospital utilization rate and 
decided to provide the grantee a supplemental planning grant 
to revise the financial projections based on a lower utiliza- 
tion rate. The regional office found the grantee's revised 
rate of 800 days per 1,000 persons to be acceptable. After 
this revision, OHM0 agreed to fund the project but required, 
as a grant condition, that the hospital utilization rate be 
further revised. OHM0 wanted the grantee to submit another 
financial plan based on hospital utilization rates experienced 
by other HMOs of the same type. 

Example 2 -.- 

An individual practice association model HMO spent about 
2-l/2 years becoming qualified. After the second of three 
site visits by regional and OHM0 personnel, the region con- 
cluded that the HMO had met the qualification requirements. 
However, OHM0 personnel rejected the grantee's plan for im- 
posing risk on physicians who provide health services to HMO 
members. The risk plan was designed to give physicians an 
incentive to avoid unnecessary health service utilization. 
The HMO planned to impose a lo-percent risk; that is, the 
HMO would pay each physician only 90 percent of his billings. 
The remainder would go into a fund used to pay hospitaliza- 
tion costs should the costs be higher than expected. If 
costs were not higher than expected, the HMO would return 
the funds to the physicians. 'The OHM0 site visit team found 
the lo-percent risk contracts unacceptable; however, the 
regional personnel had told the HMO that the risk plan was 
acceptable because it was the same as the plans of two other 
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qualified individual practice association HMOs in the region. 
YMO regulations make no reference to percentage of risk 
required. 

Efforts are underway to provide -- _ ----- .-.- 
betterguidance to regions 

Comments from regional personnel indicated that they 
viewed OYMO guidance as less than adequate. They made such 
comments as: 

--OHM0 sometimes makes grant ,Ind qualification decisions 
based on policies the regions are unaware of. 

--Regions need more review criteria and updated grant 
guidelines in order to evaltlate applicants consist- 
ently. 

--OHM0 needs to provide more guidance demonstrating the 
current state of the art for grant application pre- 
paration. 

--Regional and OHM0 qualification personnel have differ- 
ing concepts about the necessary products for qualifi- 
cation. OHM0 needs to standardize outputs expected 
during the developmental grant phases to prevent 
qualification delays resulting from different inter- 
pretations. 

--OHM0 needs to provide more written quidance; policy 
and procedures are too often disseminated orally. 

--OHM0 needs to provide more training on regulations, 
new amendments, and problem solving. 

It was not only the regional personnel who noted the 
effects of inadequate grant and qualification guidance. The 
director of OHMO's Division of Qualification said that some 
grantees had taken longer than necessary to become qualified 
because of problems that could have been prevented had the 
grantees been guided properly throuqh the developmental qrant 
process. This problem was partly catrlsed by a the lack of 
coordination between the qualiflc;ttion and development divi- 
sions before they were both pLac-c>ll within OHM0 under the 
Assistant Secretary for Health !n December 1977. In January 
1979, the director of the Division of Qualification said OHM0 
had established a task force thcit. was operating across divi- 
sional lines to identify coordination problems which could 
delay the (IualiEic'ation of qran+fLrs. Yowever, in April 1979, 



the director of OHM0 said it would be at least December 1979 
before OHM0 could publish qualification guidelines that 
define requirements, or "rules of the game," for qualified 
HMOs. 

In October 1978, OHMO's Division of Development set in 
motion plans to (1) update grant guidelines and standards 
for reviewing feasibility and planning grant applications, 
(2) prepare initial development grant review standards, which 
never existed before, and (3) define a grantee monitoring 
system. The division also instituted a system for informing 
regions about grant policy decisions. The division director 
believes these steps will result in more consistency among 
the regions and OHM0 in administering the grant program. As 
of March 8, 1979, OHM0 planned to issue the grant guidelines 
and review standards during May and June of 1979. 

INADEQUATE STAFFING IS A PROBLEM __ ----__ 
IN TWO %cI%%iL OFFICES 

-.-_ 

In our September 1976 report (see note, p. l), we pointed 
out that HEW regional offices did not have the number or type 
of personnel needed to implement the HMO grant program. We 
also reported that downgrading of regional HMO program per- 
sonnel had caused problems in recruiting competent profes- 
sionals. Although this situation has improved, two regions 
still have staff shortages, and downgradinqs of regional YMO 
program positions have caused a morale problem and may hinder 
some regions' ability to recruit qualified personnel. 

Two regions have staffing shortages _--~--- -._- -.- - ____ ~_____ ,__ 

In an August 1978 memorandum, OHM0 directed each region 
to prepare a fiscal year 1979 workplan. The memorandum de- 
scribed the regional program role as including the following 
basic activities. 

--Reviewing applications for feasibility, planning, and 
initial development grants. 

--Monitoring grantees. 

--Monitoring adherence of qualified HMOs to loan 
agreements. 

--Assisting in the qualification process. 

--Assisting in compliance policy development. 



--Assisting in monitoring qual.ified HMOs' compliance 
with the act. 

--Assisting in monitoring employers' compliance with 
the act. 

--Developing a regional plan to promote the HMO concept. 

--Participating in intergovernmental relations. 

--Providing technical assistance to non-federally- 
assisted HMOs. 

Based on guidance provided by OHMO, each 
a fiscal year 1979 workplan. As shown below, 
gions projected a staffing shortage; only one 

Regional HMO Program Staffing For Fiscal __--~_~ - -~~-_ _. ._ 

Actual number 
of positions Number needed 

Region allocated .-.--.-----~~ PTr .!cY?iPLa n .-- 

I 6 7 
II 8 9 

III 6 6 
IV 6 9 

v 7 8 
VI 7 6 

VII 4 4 
VIII 6 6 

IX 8 10 
X 6 7 

Total 64 72 L 

region prepared 
6 of the 10 re- 
was overstaffed. 

Year 1979 - ._.-__-- 

Staff surplus 
or shortaz - 

-1 
-1 

0 
-3 
-1 
+1 

0 
0 

-2 
-1 

-8 z 

After receiving the workplans, OHM0 negotiated adjust- 
ments to the workplans with the regions because of the pro- 
jected staff shortages. OIHMO officials said the workplan 
adjustments were made by reordering priorities. Also, ad- 
justments were made where OHM0 thought that regions had 
overstated their workloads in such areas as the number of 
new grants or the number of onsitr visits to grantees by 
regional personnel. Four regional responsibilities were de- 
emphasized by allowing regions to devote time to them only 
when time is available. They were (1) policy development, 
(2) employer compliance, (3) proqram promotion, and 
(4) intergovernmental relations. After the adjustments 
were made, only two regions lackelI enough staff to meet 
their fiscal year 1979 workloads. We did not evaluate the 
reasonableness of the adjustment?; to the workplans. 



Downgradings present morale 
and recruiting problems 

Another problem in some regional offices was position 
downgradings. In one region, HEW had downgraded the regional 
HMO program consultant and an HMO public health advisor and 
denied promotions to the other HMO public health advisors. 
Regional personnel had appealed the decision based on their 
job duties, workload, and the fact that program consultants 
in other regions had been sustained at the GS-14 level and 
public health advisors at the GS-13 level. Regional personnel 
attributed the downgrading to their lack of authority to ap- 
prove grants and their lack of supervisory responsibility 
because of the small size of the regional HMO staff. Although 
HEW has since reversed the decision to downgrade these re- 
gional personnel, other regions were experiencing similar 
problems. In one region, the regional program consultant 
expected to be unable to sustain his grade level for lack of 
authority to approve grants. 

An additional problem caused by the grade structure is 
the inability to hire and retain competent staff with HMO 
experience. According to regional personnel, they cannot 
hire experienced personnel because of the higher salaries 
offered outside the Government. In one region, the regional 
program consultant expressed a need for additional experienced 
staff because the current staff was new and had limited HMO 
experience. Regional program consultants in each region we 
visited said they would have problems keeping experienced 
staff with a downgraded structure. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The HMO grant program has lacked adequate guidance on 
grant program policies and procedures and guidelines defining 
what a qualified HMO is. However, OHM0 plans to publish 
qualification guidelines by December 1979, and has begun 
developing a series of various types of guidance that have 
the potential to establish more uniformity and clarity in 
the administration of the grant program. OHMO's efforts 
were not complete enough for us to judge their eventual 
effectiveness. 

Staffing problems have eased since 1976. Although pre- 
liminary workplans for fiscal year 1979 indicated that six 
regions would have staff shortages, OHM0 and the regions 
adjusted the workplans so that only two regions face staff 
shortages. The adjustments were made by reordering certain 
priorities and refining regional workload estimates that 
OHM0 viewed as overstated. 



RECOMMENDATION TO THE SECRETARY OF HEW 

We recommend that the Secretary of HEW require that 
OHM0 proceed as quickly as possible with its plans to publish 
qualification guidelines for developing HMOs and to develop 
improved grant program guidance for use by regional offices 
in order to establish more clarity and uniformity in the pro- 
gram. 

AGENCY COMMENTS .- 

HEW concurred in our recommendation and agreed that it 
is important to publish qualification guidelines and to im- 
prove grant program guidance. HEW pointed out several steps 
taken in the past year to carry out this recommendation: 

--HEW has developed review standards for feasibility, 
planning, and initial development grants and for a 
monitoring visit during an HMO's initial development 
stage before it applies for qualification. Comple- 
tion of these standards is targeted for early June 
1979. 

--HEW has developed policy issuances and program man- 
agement bulletins to advise regional offices and 
grantees of new or existing policies. 

--HEW has initiated a training program for regional 
personnel and grantees on management information 
systems. 

--HEW has developed contract proposals to update a 
feasibility planning manual. 
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HMO ACT GRANTS AWARDED DURING ___- 

FISCAL YEARS 1975-79 (note a) ---_--- 

Fiscal 
YCE!L 

Initial 
Ceasibility / development 

Eants Planning grants grants rrotal ~__~ ~~ _-_-~-. ----~- ~~ ~. 
Num- r4 u Ii: - LJum- Num- 
ber Amount ber Amount ter Amount ber -- -__~-- ~--- -~- ~ - -- 

1979 
(note b) a $ 523,139 5 .$ 790,185 10 $ 4,586,251 23 $ 5,907,575 

1978 66 4,543,193 13 2,068,433 21 101367,195 ILli, 16,97b,821 
in 
G-7 1977 5 208,686 15 2,223,133 26 14,515,510 46 16,447,X24 

1976 
(note c) 11 509,370 41 3,080,602 20 12,580,368 72 ld,17b,_14U 

1975 108 5,196,281 31 3,758,745 33 13,507,174 172 22 __i-. _-~~ - -.~ __~- -.-- __~ 

Total 198 _- __ ___ E $10,980,669 $13,929,098 110 $55,556,598 413 $80,466,365 ---. _ _ ..- -~ _~- --- --_-e--- 

a/Supplemental grants are 
-’ 

not counted as seliarate grants In the "nunt,er" 
column. Supplemental grant amounts are included in the "amourit" col,Jrqn. 

t/Fiscal year 1979 data are as of 2/28/79. - 

c/Fifteen-,nonth fiscal year. - 



APPI=NDIX III APPENDIX III 

January 5, 1974 

in Cctotxr 19i8, the U.S. Congress enacted the &alth ~~aintenance 
organization &r.endmnts of 1978. ‘me d,,endments require the U.S. 
General Accounting Office (GiQ) to assess the adequacy of mounts of 
financial assistance (grants and loans) available under the ILW Act, l 5 
as amended. Part of our effort to make this assessmnt involves 
obtaining infornstion from E!SJ grantees and qualified EKks. 

Ihe enclosed qmstionnaire has been developed to obtain your 
ideas on the adequacy of financial assistanc e available under the !I!!0 
Pti, 2s anended. Your organization was chosen from a list of qrantees 
and qualified HZ&s provided to us by th e Office of Health Maintenance 
Organizations, *partrent cE Health, iSocatian, an2 Kelfarc. You I: 
organization's response is of great impcrttance to our review. 

The information which you provide rdill be treated in strict 
confidence. Your individual resphses will not be rmdc available to 
EiW of to any persons other than the GAO sta~rmt!xrs workinq 
directly on this revieii. Your candid responses will assist us greatly 
in reporting to the Congress infomation which could be vital to the 
success of the INO progrm. 

Any report based on this review will summarize the responses and 
will not identify specific grantees or qualified tG%. A copy of this 
report will be sent to those organizations which provide inL’oc- 
Raticr: to us. 

E-lease cxm~lcte and return the questiormire in the enclosti 
postage paid envelope within the next. 5 days. If you have any 
quest&us, please call Ira Spears or Paul Pansini on (404) 221-4616. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely yours, 

Rolzrt V. Parabaugh 
&sistant Rirectot- 
Eiumn &sources 

Division 

Eixlosures 



APPENDIX III APPENDIX III 

U.S.. CK-WlAL ACCOUhTING OFFICE 
SURVEY OF ‘JRCANIZA’CIONS CONCERNING GRANTS 

AND LOANS AVAILABLE UNDER THE HMO ACT (l-3) 

I 1 I 
4 

The HMO Act, ae emended, authorizes HEW Lo award grants to e public or private nonprofit organization 
to help cover the costs of feasibility studies, planning. and rnitiel development accivicies in order to: 

(1) csrablimh l new quelified HMO, 
(2) expand eigoi=encly the aemberahip or eervice area of en operational qualified HMO, or 
(3) convert the etetw of en operational nonqualified HMO Co P qualified statue. 

Feeeibilicy rtudy ectivirier include identifying target populetion groups and pocenciel providme, 
cetimetiag eubecribcr md fecility requircmente, and identifying Stete law, regulations, and practicer 
relating to HXJr. 

Plrnning l ceivities include recruiting key staff; eetebliahing camunity support; developing e formel 
orgenizetion, heelth baaefite plen. premium etructure. marketing plen, end finencial plen; identifying 
besic health servicer psovidcre; rod plenaing for neceaeery facilities end equipmenr. 

Initiel development activities include recruiting and treining cescntial pereonnel, developing l 

comprehcamive finencirl plm, orgenizing physicime and ocher basic health rervicee, constructing/ 
renovecing fecilitiee, organizing l mbuLttory care fscilicies, end initiating an enrollment plan. 

The t&ICI Act, ee amended, alma euchorizee tU?W to aate loroe to e guelified HM to: 

(1) cover operating losmra incurred during the firer 5 yeere of operation l e e quelified 
IMO rod 

(2) ecquirc/construcr and equip embuletory heelth cere facilities. 

Ihie quaetionneire sackr your crpetiencee with end opinione l bout theoe grenc and loan programs. 

1. We realize that eaverel people. mey be involved in filling out ehia queetionorirt. Horrver, m would 
Like the name, title, addreee end telephooe number of the one perron we ehould Cootact if further 
iaformetian ir rtquired. 

(ORGANIZATION) 

(CITY) (STATE ) (ZIP CODE) 

tAREA CODE) (TELEPHONE) 

5% 
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2. In what year did your organization, or its 
prcdacelaorr, firrt decide to look into the 
poaaibility of providing medical rrrvicr~ 
on a prepaid baris? (Check ona) 15) 

1. / Before 1960 

2. a Between 1960 and 1970 

3. I 7 Between 1971 and 1973 - 

4. a Between 1974 and 1978 

3. In what ph+ae ia yous IWO (Check one) (6) 

1. / Feasibility rurv~y pbue 

2. I7 Planning phase 

3. I7 Initial development 
phaac but not 
&ratiot%.l 

(CO TO 
’ QUESTION 8) 

4. 17 Initial development 
phle - opcrotional ; 
but not Federally 
qulif ied (Go TO 

’ QUESTION 4) 

5. / Federally qualified 
nta 

4. Ia you+ HMO prenerrcly providing medical 
amvices on a prepaid baais? (Chmck ona) 

(7) 
1. I7 Ycm (GO TO QUESTION 5) 

2. I7 No (GO TO QUESTION 8) 

5. As of December 31, 1978, how many wmbbara 
YS~ your MII) wrving on a prepaid balia? 
(Enter the approximate number) (S-13) 

individual* -- 

b. In what year did your HHO first provide medical 
sarviccr on L prepaid balia (Check one) 

(14) 
1. / Before 1960 

2. /7 Between 1960 and 1970 

3. - 17 Btttntn 1971 and 1973 

4. /7 Between 1974 and 1978 

7. At hov many locations does your HMO provide 
outpatient servicer to itr members? (Insert 
the number.) (15) 

locationa 

a. What HMO model is your WHO uring or does it 
intrnd to UIC once it becomer oparationsl? 
(Check one) (16) 

1. / 

2. 17 

3. /7 

4. -7 I 

5. /7 
6. /7 

Staff model - the HMO anployr I 
rtaff of phyricirns md other 
health profcrriooslr to provide 
health care earvices. 

Croup oractice mddel - the WI0 
contract@ with a medical group to 
provide hulth care rervicea. 

I.P.A. (Individual Practitioner*’ 
Aaaociatlonl - aaaociation of 
individual practitionrrr working 
out of thtir own officea who 
contract with the IMO to provide 
health care servicer to HMO members. 

Combination of staff and group 
practice models - the tlX0 ctapIoys 
ame physiciana and/or other health 
professionals and also contracts 
with I medical group to provide 
health care servicea. 

Combination of IPA and staff modelm. 

Combination of IPA and group ptactic 
*. 

FEASIBl-LITy STUDY GRANTS 

9. AIIUQI that your KHO doen not exist in its 
prumt form and that your organization has 
decided to do l ~wvey to determine the 
fcesibility of l rtrbliahing a new HMO of the 
sma type as yours and in the rame area. HOW 
arch do you estimate a feasibility arudy 
would cost rt today’1 priceal (Inrert the 
-nt.) (17-221 

10. Did your organization. or its predecerdors, 
receive a Federal grant under the HI-IO Act to 
perform P fcaaibility ntudy? (Check one) (23) 

1. D Yed (CO TO QLEiTION 11) 

2. /7 NO (GO TO QOESTION 26) 

11. During uhat month and year did your organization 
apply for yotlt feasibility grant? (first 
faaaibility grant only if you have applied for 
mo~c than one such grant.) 

(Month) (Year1 

12. In &hat month l d year did HEW award your 
feasibility grant? (first feasibility grant 

-1.. if you have been awarded more than one 
“d_.. grant.) 

(Month) (Year) 

I I I (24-25) 
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13. 

14. 

15. 

Ubac was the purpose of your fcanibility 
grant? (firat feasibility grant only) 
(Cheek one) (26) 

1. i7 

2. m 

3. / 

‘IO determine the feraibility of 
establishing a new qualified HMO. 
(CO TO QOESTION~) 

To determine the frsribility of 
significantly expanding the 
mambermhip or service area of an 
aLready o~rrtional yurlificd HMO. 
(CO TO QUESTION 261 

IO deteraim tha fcmibility of 
caavrrtinr the ntatum of .cl 
already o&tional nonqualified 
1Iw) to a qualified status. 
(GO TO QUESTION 26) 

Bow adsguam VII the rpplicrtion kit that HEW 
provided to you to apply for the femibility 
grant? (firat feasibility grant only) (271 
(check WC) 

1. I7 very ulequata 

2. 17 sauwh*t rdeqwts 

3. / Raither aiequate nor inadequate 

4. D Sowhat inadaquatc 

5. m Vary inadequate 

Row timely Was HEW’s procrrrinp of your 
feasibility pant application? (firrt 
feasibility grant only) (Check one) 

1. I-I very tinn1y 

2. I7 s.Jmuhac circ1y 

3. D kither timdy nor untiuly 

4. I7 Sdrt untimely 

5. __ I/ Very untimely 

(281 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

How adequately YPS the assistance provided by 
tEEw personneL during the feasibility grant 
anlication process? (first fesribility gr+nt 
ooiy)? (Check one.) (29) 

inadequate 

1. a Very adequate 

2. I 7 Somewhat adequate 

3. I/ Neither adequate nor 

4. / Somewhat inadequate 

5. II Very inadequate 

HPS your organization completed 
SWVCY? (Check one) 

1. a Yea (00 TO QUESTION 

2. i No (GO TO QUESTION 

Hou adequate was the outcome of 
study compared to tire go419 you 
study? (Check one) 

its feasibility 
(30) 

I81 

26) 

your feasibility 
had for the 

(31) 

1. / Very adequate -’ 

i 

(CO TO QUESTION 21) 
2. I/ Somevhrr adequate 

3. /7 Neither adequate -! 
nor inadequate 

4. D Somewhat in.dequrt.((CO TO QVLST~ON 191 

5. I/ Very inadequate ) 

To what cxtcnr did insufficient fundr play a 
role in hampering your ability to PCC your 
feasibility arudy goals? (Check one) (32) 

3. 1 Moderate extent i 

4. I/ some extent . . 

5. 

What would your organization have umd 
additional feaaibility funds for. if available? 
(Check all that apply) 

1. m Additional project staff 

2. m Additional consultants 

(33) 

(341 

3. __ I! Training fat project $tafE (35) 

i 

4. I7 Other (specify) 

(36) 
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5 
21. Did your orgenizetion nmd technieel 

reeirtence (e.g. marketing, financi*l 
m.snagcmnc, actuarial ecirnce, etc.) during 
the fceeibility study? (Check ma) (37) 

1. / Yes :cco PO auESTION 22) 

2. /7 NO (Go IO QUESTION 26) 

22. Did you obtain cechaicel aeeirtmce from HEW 
personnel? (Chtck ona) (381 

1. I7 Yes (Co TO QUESTION 23) 

2. 17 Did not seek l srirtaac8 from HEW. 
(00 To QuEsrIoN 24) 

3. 17 Sought l eeimteace from MEU, but 
did not get my. (GO TO QUESTION 24) 

23. Hov odrquete wee the technicel eerietame you 
received from MW personnel? (Chad one) 

1. 17 

2. /7 

3. i7 
4. a 

5. /=7 

(39) 
Very adequate 

Somewhat l daquata 

Neither adequate nor iludaquata 

S-whet inadequate 

Very inadequate 

24. Did you obtain technical reeirtence ftom 
conrultratr? (Check one) (40) 

1. D Yes (CO TO QUESTION 25) 

2. /7 Did not reek rroiarmce fra 
consult8nCs. tW TO QUESTION 26) 

3. D Sought l rriecance from conrultmtr, 
but could not get my. 
iC0 TO QUESTION 26) 

2s. How adequate wee the technical rsmiatmce you 
received from consultanta? (Check ant) (41) 

1. fl Very rdtquara 

2. I/ Somewhat l dtquatt 
3. I/ Neither edequate nor inadequate 

4. m Sowvhat inadequate 

5. 17 Very inadequate 

PUNNING CBANTS 

26. Her your organization begun or l Lre&dy 

27. 

28. 

29. 

comphtcd tha planning rctivitirr oecerrrry 
to catablibh a new W IregardLus of bow 
chore rctivitics were funded or how long ego 
they wtrt completed)? (Check one) (421 

1. / Ye8 (Go TO QUESTION 27) 

2. / No (CO TO QUESTION 87) 

Aemue that your orgenizstion has reached the 
rtege at which it ie ready to do tht planning 
ntmdmd to crteblish e new HHO of elm ew 
typa as yours and in tht smn maa. Uov mch 
do you l etimete the planning phtat vauld cost 
at today’s pricw? (Instrc 8wunt) 

1 (43-48 1 

Did your orgenization, or its predeeterorr. 
rective l Federal grant under the LMO Act to 
perform the planning needed to teteblirh 
your HMO? (Check one) w31 

1. I7 Yes (W TO QUGTION 29) 

2. l-7 No (W TO QUESTION 4.6) 

During what month and yea* did your organizetmn 
apply for yout planning grant? (first grant 
only. if you hew l ppLitd for more than one.) 

Month) (Yea) 

36. In whet month end ytar did HEW svard your 
planing grmt? (first grant only. if you 
have applied for mate then one.) 

-Month) 

/II 

(Yur) 

WJ-Sll 
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31. 

31. 

33. 

34. 

\ 
uh*t VU the purpollc of your planning gronc? 
(firat planning grant only) (Check one) 

1. 17 

2’ E? 

3. i7 

(52) 
To plan for the establishment of 
l IICY qualified IMO. 
(Co-0 QUESTION 32) 

To plm for the significant 
crpanrion of the mmbcrahip or 
msnrica *rca of m already 
operational qualified KHO. 
(CO !l'O QIJWTION 44) 

To plan for cowacting the l tatua 
of an already opratianrl aonquali- 
fied W LQ l qualified atatua. 
(COT0 Qol!STION 444) 

Bow adequate was the application kit that lUW 
provided to you to apply for yarr planning 
pure? (first planning srant only) 
(Chack oat) (531 

Row rialy wu BtY'r procmsing of your 
planning grant 4pplicacion7 (first pluming 
great only) (Check meI (54) 

Very timely 

goMubttixe1y 

Neither timely nor untimly 

Soacwbat untiorly 

very untimely 

Bw adequate was the ar&tmce providad by 
IEN percaoncl during thm planning grant 
l pplicttion procars? (first plmaing grant 
only) (Check onal (55) 

1. l7 Vary adequate 

2. /7 Somewhat adequate 

3. /7 Neither adequate nor inadequate 

4. / Someuhnt inadequate 

5. -I Very inadequate 

36. 

37. 

38. 

Ha6 your organization completed ita planning 
phase? (Check one) (561 

1. I Yes (CO TO QESTION 36) 

2. /I No (GO TO QUESTlON 44) 

NW adequate was the outcome of this phase 
compared to the goals you hod for this phcu? 
(Check one) (571 

/I Very adequate (GO TO 

17 Somevhar adsquste QUESTXON 39) 

I7 Neither adequate 
nbr inadequate 

(GO TO 
/7 Somewhat inadequate QUESTION 37) 

I/ Very inadequate 

what extent did insufficient funds play 
a role in hampering your ability to meet 
your planning goals? (Check one) (581 

1. / 

2. /7 

3. L7 

4. I7 
5. I7 
What vould 
additional 
(Check a11 

1. l=f 

2. m 

3. / 

4. /7 

5. ii 

-7 Very great extent , 

Subntmtial extent (GO ro 
QUESTXON 38) 

Naderate extent ) 

somc LXfxllf -I (GO TO 

Lictlr or no extent> QUESTION 391 

your organization have wed 
planning funds for, if available? 
that apply) 

Additional project staff (591 

Additional facilities planning 
(e.g. architectural fees) (60) 

Additional conrukturtm (61) 

Additional management infomtion 
ay*tems pLanming (62) 

other (Plcaac specify) 

(63) 

39. Did your organization need technical 
asrirtance (e.g. marketing. financial 
marmgeacnt, actuarial science, etc.1 
during the planning stage? (Check one) (641 

1. D Yes (GO TO QUESTZON 40) 

2. L7 NO (CO TO QUESTION 44) 

E 
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40. 

41. 

12. 

43. 

Did you obtain technical assistance from HEW 
por~onnal7 (Check one) (65) 

1. - I/ Yrr (CO TO QLnSTION 41) 

2. D Did not srak l rristancc from UEW. 
(GO TO QUESTION 42) 

3. a Sought &raiaeance from HEW, but 
did not get my. (CO TO QUESTION 42) 

How rdaqucc vu the technical sa~irtsacc you 
received from HEU permonnnl? (Check oae ) 

(66) 
1. i7 Very adequate 

2. m Samauhat adequate 

3. m Lbithrr adequate aor inadaquca 

4. / Somewhat imulcquate 

5. D Very insdaqurtc 

Did you obtain technical amietance from 
conrulcaucr? (Check one) (67) 

1. /7 Yea '@Y TO QUESTION 43) 

2. n Did not rwk l mairtancs from 
connlultmt~. Go TO QlJEsTloa 441 

3. a Sought l rrirtancc from conrult~nts. 
but could not get any. 
(CO TO QUESYION 44) 

Wow adequate VU the technical aahtance you 
received from consultants? 
(Check one) (68) 

1. /7 Very adaquata 

2. /7 Socmwhrt adequate 

3. /-7 Neithrr adequate nor inadequate 

I. 1 S-hat iaadaquats 

5. 17 Very inadequate 

INITIAL DEVELOPMENT CWTS 

44 I 

45. 

46. 

47. 

68. 

Han your arpmirrtion bcpun or altardy 
complctad the initial dcvelopnvnt activities 
nrcrrrrry to establish a MY titi0 (regardleas 
of how those activitiar YC~C funded or how 
long .go they vcrc compl~tcd)? (Chack one) 

(69) 
1. m Yes (GO TO QUESTION 41 

2. /7 NO (GO TO qUESTION 87) 

A:suam that your HMO bar just reached the 
point at which it ir re8dy to begin initial 
dcvclopmcnt a‘ P new HMO, of the saw! type 
aa yours and in the same area. How mch do 
you tatirnate the initial dcvelopmmt pharc 
would colt at today’s price62 (lnmrrt amount.) 

5 (70-76) 

Did your organization, or its prtdrccasors, 
receive an initial dcvclopmnt grant under 
the HH6 Act? (Check one) (77) 

1. / Yes (Go TO QUESTION 47) 

2. D No tW TO QLESTION 62) 

During what month and year did your 
orgmiaation apply for your initial 
davrlopmnt grant7 (first initial 
develo~nt praac only if you have applied 
for mom than 00. md~ grant.1 

--(Month) (Year) 

In what month and year did HEW ward your 
initial develcpmmt grant? (firmt initial 
devalowt grant only if you have been 
rwardad more than one such grant.) 

Wonth) 

I I I 

(Yam) 

(78-79) 

Begin Card 2 

COD8 (L-3) 
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49. Whst was the purpose‘of your initial 
devslopent grant? (first initial 
development grant only) (Cheek one) (5) 

1. 17 

2. m 

3. D 

To accomplish initial development 
nctivitirr needed to establish a 
new qualified HMO. 
(M TO QuESTION 50) 

To accampliah initial dcvclopmant 
aceivitics needed to rignificantly 
crpmd chc membership or service 
srta of an already operational 
ealified RED. 

To accomplimh initial developat 
activities needed to convert the 
staws of sn already operational 
non uslificd IWO to s quslificd 
e TO QLESTION 62) 

50. Sow adequate v.1 the spplicacion kit that BGY 
provided to you to apply for tha initial 
developrant grant? (first initial development 
grant only) (Check ma) (6) 

1. / 
2. /7 

3. I7 
4. I 

5. L7 

Very adtquste 

Swuhst adequ*te 

Neither adequate nor inadequate 

Sowvhat ioad*qu*tc 

Vary inadaquatc 

51. now timely was HEW’s proceming of your 
initial development grant application? 
(first initial dcvelopmnt grsnt only) 
(Check one) 

1. / Vary timdy 

2. / Somawhat timely 

3. m Neither timely nor uatiPcLy 

4. m Somevhrt untimely 

5. / Very untimely 

(7) 

52. How adequate was the assistance provided by 
HEW personnel during the initial dewlopment 
grant spplicstion process? (firrt initial 
development grant only) (Check one) (81 

1. D Very adequate 

2. !7 Somevhat adequate 

3. a Neither adequate nor insdequate 

4. a Somcwhet inadequate 

5. D Very inadequate 

53. 1~ your organization P qualified IMO or do you 
anticipate it will become qualified within the 
next 3 months? (Check one) (9) 

1. D Yes (GO TO QUESTION 54) 

2. /I NO (CO TO QUESTION 62) 

54. Consider those tasks that your organization 
Bet out to accomplish during ita initial 
d+vclopmeat phase. How adcquete a job ws 
done in accomplishing these Lanka? 
(Check one) (10) 

1. / Very adequate 

I 

(M TO 

2. / Somewhat adequate QLESTION 57) 

3. / Neither adequate 
nor inadequate 

4. - ’ (CoTa // S-what inadequate plreSTIoN 55j 

5. / Very insdtquact i 

53. To what extent did inaufficieot funds play 
a role in hampering your ability to met 
your initial dcvcloacnt gorIsP (Check one) 

(11) 
L. I/ very grcitt extent 

2. / Subrtmtial extent 1 (CO TO 
\ QUESTION 56) 

3. / Moderate extent J 

4. / solu? extent 
; tco TO 

5. / Little or oo extent ’ QuLsT”~ 67) J 
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56. hat would YOUC ornmirrtion hrvr urmd 
additional 
available? \ 
1. 1 
2. / 
3. ! 
4. I 

5. 17 

6. ! 
7. I7 

initial drvelopmmc fundr for, if 
(Chack rll that apply.) 

Additional project rtaff (12) 

Adminirtrative equipmcnc (13) 

Hcdicrl cquipmnc (141 

Nmag*ment inforcucian 
l yrram drvelopmcnt (151 

Facilitie* renovation (16) 

Additional consultanLa (17) 

Other (Please specify 1 

57. Did your organization need technical 
l rrircancc (e.g. marketing, financial 
aunrgamsnt, actuarial rcicncc, ate.) 
during thr initirL developant phase? 
(Check one) (19) 

1. /7 Yes (GO TO QUESTION 58) 

2. D No (GO TO QUESTION 62) 

58. Did yw obtain technical l mmircmcc from HEV 
pcrwme17 (Check one) (201 

1. I7 Yes (GO TO QUESTION 59) 

2. m Did not reek +raistsnct from HEW. 
(CD TO QUESTION 60) 

3. n Sought awirtancc from HEW, but 
did not get any. 
(CO TO QUESTION 60) 

59. How adequate YU the technical assistance 
you received from Lieu permmel? (Check an*) 

(21) 
1. / Very ad4quata 

2. D Samwhat adequate 

3. n Neither adequate nor inadequate 

4. a Sonovhat inadequate 

5. D Very inadequate 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

Did you obtain tcchnicrl l aairtanca from 
connultrntr? (Check ona) (22) 

1. / Yaa (GO TO QUESTION 61) 

2. D Did not tttk aarirtmcr from 
conrultane~. (CO t0 QVESTION 62) 

3. D Sought aasircasce from conrultants, 
but did not get my. 
Go TO quEsTIoN 62) 

Row adequate was tht technical l rrirtanct you 
rtccivrd from conaulcmta? (Check one) (23) 

I. / 
2. I 
3. / 
4.. I1 

5. /i 

Very adequate 

Samwhat adequate 

Naithsr adequate nor inrdbquata 

Scmauhat inadequate 

Vary inadequate 

tlar your RHO applied for Federal qualification? 
(Check one) (24) 

1. i Yes (CO TO QUESTION 63) 

2. I7 NO (CO TO QUESTION 681 

On what date, did your MM0 apply for 
qualificrcion? 

hlonth 1 by 1 -Gzr- 

I I i I (25-27) 

How timly was HEW’s proccsaing of your 
application for qualification? (Check 
ant) (2%) 

1. m Very timely (GO TO 

2. D smewhar timdy 3 
QUESTION 68 1 

3. / Neither timely -1 
nor untimely 

\ tG0 TO 4. / Somewhat untimely l qUrsTIoN 65) 

5. / Very untimely j 

6. /I Not enough time 
has elapsed to @CI TO 
make this ’ QUESTION 68) 
judgerent 

,i 
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65. 

66. 

67. 

Could your IWO hove eterted operating as a 72. 
qualified HHO earlier than it did (or will) 
if HEW had been more timely in processing 
your application for qualification? (Chec:2;;e) 

1. I / Yes (GO TO QUESTION 66) 

2. / / No (GO TO QUESTIOY 681 

In vhre sooth and ycrr could your HMJ have 73. 
rtartcd operating es a qualified IGCO if HEU 
had processed your qualification application 
in .a more timely manner? 

(Month) (Ye&r) 

I / I (30-31) 

How much of your initial development grent 
expenditures could have been avoided if 
Hew had qualified your HMO in e more timely 
mmmcr? (Inrcrt amount) 

$ (32-38) 

74, 

OFEpATI!4C DEFICIT LOANS 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

What amount in operating deficit loen 
areirtaoca do you believe should be 
aveileble to l newly deveIoped tm, of 
the sama type as your HMO and in ths 
l *m area? (Inacrt -nt) 

s (39-45) 

After bow meny yeere of operation LC e quelified 
IWO iB it reasonable to expect en iDI0 such ee 
yours and in the I- are. to operate without 
Federal fioenciel eeeistence? (Iarert number 75. 
of years) 

Ye.rs (46-47: 

What i8 the status of yws HMD? (Check one) 

1. /7 FederaIly qualified 
(GO TO QUESTION 71) 

(481 

2. D Hrve applied for Federal 
qualification (CO TO QUESTION 811 

3. /1 Neither qualified nor have appIied 
for qualification 76. 
(GO TO QUESTION 87) 

Rae your HMO received or applied for l Federal 
loan to cover operating deficits? (Check one) 

(49) 
1. / Yes (GO TO QUESIION 72) 

2. /7 No (GO TO QOESTION 81) 

Consider your HMO’s moot rtcent application 
for an operating deficit lam. On vhot date 
was this application mde? 

(Month) (Day) (Year) 

/ / / / (50-52) 

How adequate was the application kit which 
HEU provided to yew for your maet recent 
loan application7 (Chech one) (53) 

1. LI? Very adequate 

2. // Somewhat adequetc 

3. I7 Neither adequete nor inadcquete 

4. L7 Somewhat inadequate 

5. I7 Vary inadequate 

HOV timely was REW’s procerring 0L your most 
recent application. for L Federal operating 
deficit loan? (Check one) (54) 

1. /7 

2. LT 
3. a 

4. n 

5. E7 

6. x7 

Very timely 

Somawhat timely 

Neither timely nor untimely 

Somevbet untimely 

very untimely 

Not enough time h&s elapsed to 
make this judgnwznt 

How adequate VII the oesirtance provided by 
HEW pcraonnel during this loan rppticetion 
process? (Check one) (55) 

1. / Very adequate 

2. 1 S-what adequate 

3. I? Neither adequate nor inadequate 

4. 11 Somcvbat iaodequetc 

5. / Very inadequate 

Has your HM0 needed technical eeaiatmce 
(e.g. markeeing, financial managsmcnt, 
actuarial science) after becoming qualified? 
(Check one) (56) 

1. I 7 Yes (GO TO QUESTION 77) 

2. 1-i No (GO TO QUESIION 81) 
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77 

78 

Did you obtain technical assistance from 
HEW personnel? (Check one) (57) 

1. /7 Yea (GO TO QUESTIOK 78) 

2. / Did not seek assistance from KELJ. 
(CO TO QLTSTION 79) 

3. a Sought assistance Erom HEW, but 
did not get any. 
(GO TO QUESTION 79) 

Row adequate was the technical assistance you 
received from FEW personnel? (Check one) 

1. /I 
2. I7 
3. / 7 -- 
4. /7 

5, /7 

(58) 
Very adequate 

Sornevhat adequate 

tlcither adequate nor inadequate 

Swevhat inadequate 

Uery inadequate 

79 I Did you obtain technxal alrsistance from 
connultanta? (Check one) (59) 

1. // Yes (GO TO QUESTION 801 

2. D Did not l cek asrisrancc from 
con~ulrants (CO TO QUESTION 81) 

3. // Sought reriatance from consultants, 
but could not get soy. 
(CO TO QUFSTION 81) 

80. Hov adequate was the technical aeaistance you 
received from conaulcants? (Check one) 

1. /=i 

2. /=T 

3. / 

4. 17 

5. /7 

t60) 
Very adequate 

Somewhat adequate 

Neither adequate nor inadequate 

Somewhat inadequate 

Very inadequate 

AMBULATORY HEALTH CARE FACILITY LOANS 

81. Does your HHO anticipate applying to VXW for a 
loan (or loans) to acquire/construct and equip 
ambulatory health care facilities oithin the 
next 2 years? (Check me) (61) 

1. / Yes (CO TO QUESTION 82) 

2. a NO 
T (CO TO QUESTION 84) 

3. / Uncertain _ 

82. For hcv many ambulatory health care facilities 
do you anticipate applying to llF.W for loan 
assistance in the next 2 years? (Enter number) 

facilities (62) 

BegIn Card 3 

Code (I-3) 

! 3 I 
4 

63. For each ambulatory healrh care facility that 
you anticipate applying co HEW for loan 
assistance indicate (1) the approximate SLZ~ 
in square feet and (21 the approxxmate amount 
of loan assistance you would need CO purchase 
OT construct and equip the facility. 

sq. tt. $ 
<18-Z&) 
;25-27) 

(5) 1 rq. ft. s 
I 48-L 

EXFANSIOh' GRANTS 

84. 

85. 

86. 

How much do you estimate it would cost your 
HMO at today's price6 to perform an adequate 
survey to determine the feasibility of 
significantly expandis its membership or 
service arca. (Enter amount) 

S (55-60) 

Hov much do you estimate it would cost your 
HHIJ at today’s prices to adequately plan for 
significantly expanding its membership or 
service area. (Enter amount) 

S (61-66) 

How much do you esCimte it would cost your 
HMO at today’s prices to adequately complete 
the initial development necersary to signiEi- 
cantlv expand its membership or service area? 
(Enter amount) 

s (67-73) 

!7 7 



APPENDIX III APPENCIX III 

87. If you have my comments you would like to make about specific questions, the questionnaire in 
gmcral or other matt@rr l ~cb PI changes in the EHO Act that you believe are needed, please do 
SO on this l hcet. (74) 
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APPENCIX IV APPENDIX IV 

QUARTERLY COST, REVErUUE, AhD MEMBERShIP --___ - -~~ -- 

EXPERIENCE OF HMCJS >u'ITH A GOOD CHANCE _____ 

TO ACHIEVE FINANCIAL INDEPENDEKCE ----- 

NOTES 

1. Cost, revenue, and menbershil) data are based on data 
from unaudited quarterly reports submitted by HM0.s to HEW 
under the HMO National Data Reporting Requirements (GMB 
No. 68R-1496). 

2. CPMM = cost per member month. 

3. RPMM = revenue per member month. 

is? 



QUARTERLY COST, REVENUE, AND MEMBERSHIP EXPERIENCE OF HMOs 
WITH A GOOD CHANCE TO ACHIEVE FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE %  

( SEE NOTES ON PAGE 69 ) 
2 

COSTS AN0 REVENUES (DOLLARS) 
HMO 1 HMO 2 

z 
COSTS AND REVENUESfDOLLARS) E  

100 100 - 

90 
CPMM 2 

- - go- 

80 - - 80- 
70 - - 70- 

60 - - 60- 

50 - - 50- 

40 - - 40- 
CPMM 

30 - RPMM - 30- 
20 - - 

20- 
R&,,,,,,j 

4 10 - 0 - IO- 
5 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 0 ’ 1 I 1 1 I I 1 I I I I I 1 

12f75 b/76 12/i-K 6/77 12177 6/78 12/78 12/?5 6.,76 12/76 6/7? 12177 b/78 12/78 

MEMBERSHIP  (IN THOUSANDSI  MEMBERSHIP  (IN THOUSANDS) 

0’ 

o- 

o- 

40 

30 

20 - 

10 - 

12175 6/76 12/76 6/77 12/77 6/78 12170 12/75 6/76 12/76 6177 12177 6178 12/78 

--a -- 



QUARTERLY COST, REVENUE, AND MEMBERSHIP EXPERIENCE OF HMOs 
WITH A GOOD CHANCE TO ACHIEVE FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE 

( SEE NOTES ON PAGE 69 ) 
HMO NO. 3 HMO NO. 4 

COSTS AND REVENUES (OOLLARS) COSTS AND REVENUES(D0LLAR.S) 

1001 

90 - 

80 - - 80- 

70 - - 70- 

60 - - 60- 

50 - - 50- 

40 - - 40- 

30 - - 30- 

20 - - zo- 

..I 
I-J IO- - lo- 

o, 1 I I 1 I I I I 1 I 1 1 J 1,o,I I I I I 1 I I I I I 1 I I 

12175 6 ‘76 12 76 6i77 12’77 6!78 17 ‘78 12/75 h.?h 12176 b/77 12/7 7 6/78 12’78 
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QUARTERLY COST, REVENUE, AND MEMBERSHIP EXPERIENCE OF HMOs 
WITH A GOOD CHANCE TO ACHIEVE FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE 

( SEE NOTES ON PAGE 69  ) 

COSTS AND REVENUES (DULLARS) 
HMO 7  HMO8 

COSTS AND l i tVENUtS(DOLLAHS) 

140 100 

130 - - go- 

80- 

70 - 

60 - 

50- 

40 - - 4O- 

30 - 3. CPMM 

20 - - PO- RPMM 

10 - - lo- 

o 1 I 1 I I I k I I 1 I I I I 0 1 I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I 
12/75 b/76 12/76 6177 12177 b/78 12/78 17/75 6/76 12/7h 6/77 1 Z/7 7 617.3 12/78 

MEMBERSHIP (IN THOUSANDS) 

206 

lo- 

12/75 b/76 12/76 6/77 12/77 6/78 12/78 

MEMBtH5t1iP {IN I HoUSANDS) 

12/75 6/76 12/76 6177 12/77 6/78 E/78 

-- 
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QUARTERLY COST, REVENUE, AND MEMBERSHIP EXPERIENCE OF HMOs P 

WITH A GOOD CHANCE TO ACHIEVE FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE : 

t SEE NOTES ON PAGE 69 ) E 
G 

COSTS AND REVENUES (OOLLARS) 
HMO11 

COSTS ANiJ NEVENUES(DOLLARS) 
HMO 12 scl 

100 

100 2 

90 - - go- 

80 - - BO- 

70 - - 70- 

60 - - GO- 

50 - - 50- 

40 - CPMM - 40- 

30 - - 30- 

20 - 
RPMM - zo- 

:p2LM ! 

4 
cn 10 - - IO- 

0 1 I I t I I I 1 t I I II 1, 0, 1 I I I 1 I 1 I I 1 12/7 5 1 I I I 6/76 12/76 6177 12/77 6178 
12/?8 12/75 6/76 12/76 ii,77 12177 6/78 12/78 

MEMBERSHIP  (IN THOUSANDS1 

5od 

40 

t 
30 L 

MEMBt  i~~~ll lP(IN THOUSANI>S) 

5 

12/75 6/76 12/76 6177 12/77 6/78 12/78 

__ _. - 



QUARTERLY COST, REVENUE, AND MEMBERSHIP EXPERIENCE OF HM& 
WlTH A GOOD CHANCE TO ACHlEVE FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE 

( SEE NOTES ON PAGE 6 9 ) 
HMO 13 HMO 14 

COSTS AND REVENUES (DOLLARS) COSTS AN0 REVENUES(DOLLARS) 
100 d 100. . 

90 - - go- 

80 - - 00- 

70 - - 70- 

60 - 

50 - 

40 - 

30 - 

20 - 
cpMML ii C P M M  RPMM’**.. . . . . . . . . e-n**** .*- .,..!,.. o 

- zo- RPMM 
l m**.....**- 

--.I 10 - - lo- ca 
o* 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I 1 & 0,’ I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I 

12/75 6/76 12/76 6/?7 12/?7 608 12/70 Ii?/75 6/76 12/76 6177 12/77 6178 12/78 

MEMBERSl+ lP (IN THOUSANDS) MEMBERSHIP( IN THOUSANDS) 

- 40 

- 3a- 

20 - 

10 - 

12/75 6/76 12/76 b/77 12177 6178 12/78 12/75 6/76 12/76 6177 12/77 12178 
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QUARTERLY COST, REVENUE, AND MEMBERSHIP 
EXPERtENCE OF HMOs WITH A GOOD 

CHANCE TO ACHElVE FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE 
(SEE NOTES ON PAGE 69 1 

HMO 15 

COSTS AND REVENUES 

40 - 

30 - CPMM 

,.* . . . . . l ...*.. .* 

/,........ * . . . ..*..*... l 0  

l *- 
20 - RPMM.. . . . . . . . -” 

. . . . . . . . . . 

10 - 

12/75 3/76 G/76 9/76 12/76 3/77 h/77 9/77 12177 3/78 6178 9178 12/78 

7” 
MEMBERSHIP IN THOUSANDS 
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I 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

QUARTERLY COST REVENUE AND MEMBERSHIP FXPERIENCE ____- - -_--.-l--_----r----- -_-"I---- -+----.-.-.---- __- 

OF HMOs WITH A FAIR OR POOR CHANCE _---II-_-I----_ --- - ~----.-l-._ - -.---- 

TO ACHIEVE FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE 

NOTES 

cost, revenue, and membership data are based on data from 
unaudited quarterly reports submitted by HMOs to HEW 
under the HMO National Data Reporting Requirements (OMB 
No. 68R-1496). 

CPMM = cost per member month. 

RPMM = revenue per member month. 

CPMM and RPMM for HMO 17 are about $49 and $31, respec- 
tively, for the quarter ending 12/31/78. 

For HMO 18 premium per member month (PPMM) is used because 
revenue per member month (RPMM) included a large amount of 
grant funds in recent quarters. 

CPMM and RPMM for HMO 24 are about $59 and $33, respec- 
tively, for the quarter ending g/30/78. 



QUARTERLY COST, REVENUE, AND MEMBERSHIP EXPERIENCE OF HMOs 
WtTH A FAIR OR POOR CHANCE TO ACHIEVE FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE 

I SEE NOTES ON PAGE 7 8 ) 
HMO 16 HMO 17 

COSTS AND REVENUES (DOLLARS) COSTS AN0 REVENUESiDOLLAHS) 

CPMM 
\ 

3ool- :\ -I 804 \ i 

MEMBERSHIP  (IN TbiOdSANOSi 

252 
2oL 

15 - 

IO- 

5- 

12/75 6/7 6 12/76 6177 12/77 6/78 12/78 
d 

-_ __ _-- 
I I - - .  - - -  ____ 



QUARTERLY COST, REVENUE, AND MEMBERSHiP EXPERIENCE OF HMOs 
WITH A FAIR OR POOR CHANCE TO ACHIEVE FINANCIAL !NDEPENDENCE 

! SEE NOTES ON PAGE 7 8 ) 
HMO 18 HMO 19 

COSTS AND REVENUES (DOLLARS] COSTS AND REVENUES(DOLLARS) 

90( 80 

70- 

60- 

50- 

40 - 

30 - 

20- 

IO- 

70 

608 

50 

40. 

30. 

I - 20, 

- 101 

CPMM 

RPMM 
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MEMBERSHIP  (IN THOUSANDS) 
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t- 
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QUARTERLY COST, REVENUE, AND MEMBERSHIP EXPERIENCE OF HMOs 
WtTH A FAIR OR POOR CHANCE TO ACHfEVE FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE 

1 SEE NOTES ON PAGE 7 8 ) 

HMO 20 
COSTS AND REVENGES (DCLLARS) 

HMO 21 
COSTS AP:U REvtNUESIDOLLARS) 

40 - CPMM 

30 - 

20 - .-a...*........- 

RPMM 
10 - 

0 i I I 1 1 1 I t I 1 I I I 1, 
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MEMBERSHIP  (IN THOUSANDS) 
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QUARTERLY COST, REVENUE, AND MEMBERSHIP EXPERIENCE OF HMOs 
WITH A FAIR OR POOR CHANCE TO ACHIEVE FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE 

( SEE NOTES ON PAGE 7 8 ) 

COST5 AND REVENUES (DOLLARS) 
HMO 22 HMO 23 

COSTS AN0 REVENUES(DOLLARS) 

20 - - 20- 

15 - - IS- 

od-- ’ I I I I I 1 
12/75 6176 12/76 b/7? 12/7? 6/78 12178 12/75 6/76 12176 6/77 12/77 6/78 12/78 
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QUARTERLY COST, REVENUE, AND MEMBERSHIP EXPERIENCE OF HMOs 
WITH A FAIR OR POOR CHANCE TO ACHIEVE FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE 

1 SEE NOTES ON PAGE 78 ) 
HMO 24 HMO 25 

COSTS AND REVENUES (DOLLARS) ( 7OSTS AND KEVLNULSkDOLLAHS 

2700 - 100 

C P M M  

2600 - \ 90 - 

a0 - 

70 - 
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OUARTERLY COST, REVENUE, AND MEMBERSHlP EXPERIENCE OF HMOs 
WITH A FAtR OR POOR CHANCE TO ACHIEVE FINANCIAL INOEPENOENCE 

( SEE NOTES ON PAGE 78 ) 
HMO 26 HMO 27 

COSTS AND REVENUES(DOLLAR5) COSTS AND REVENUES (DOLLARS) 
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QUARTERLY COST, REVENUE, AND MEMBERSHIP EXPERIENCE OF HMCk 
WITH A FAIR OR POOR CHANCE TO ACHIEVE FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE 

( SEE NOTES ON PAGE 7 8 ) 

HMO 28 HMO 29 
COSTS AND REVENUES (DOLLARS) COSTS AND REVtNUtS(OOLLAHS) 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WA!5HlNGTON DC 20201 

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart 
Director, Human Resources 

Division 
United States General 

Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Ahart: 

The Secretary asked that I respond to your request for our 
comments on your draft report "HMO Act Provides for Adequate 
Financial Assistance but HEW Needs to Improve HMO Program 
Policies and Procedures." 

The requested comments are enclosed. Due to the short time 
in which we had to respond to YOU request we were not able 
to develop and coordinate these comments as fully as we 
normally do. Hence, they may be modified or revised when 
we comment on the final report. 

We do, however, appreciate the opportunity to comment on 
this draft report before its publication. 

Sincerely yours, 

. - 
3-r I j-1 ‘i’ 

‘( 

Thomas D. Morris 
Inspector General 

Enclosure 
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COMMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE ON THE 
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE'S DRAFT REPORT ENTITLED "HMO ACT PROVIDES 
FOR ADEQUATE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE BUT HEW NEEDS TO IMPROVE HMO PROGRAM 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES" 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

The Department is pleased to note that the General Accounting Office 
(GAO) has recognized that substantial progress has taken place in the 

management of the Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) program, 
especially as it relates to the deficit loan program, the grant assis- 
tance program and the compliance program. However, we alao would like 
to note progress not specifically mentioned in the report, including: 
the promulgation of guidance and the development of monitoring systems 
for feasibility, planning and initial development (ID) grants; imple- 
mentation of a loan monitoring activity at the regional level; and the 
development of draft pre-qualification guidelines. 

Further, the Cover Summary and the Digest should be more balanced and 
reflective of the chapter narratives. Significant conclusions are 
reached by GAO which should be included in the Digest. These are: 

(A) "HEW has made progress toward publishing formal, uniform operating 
deficit loan policies, formulating and issuing regulations and 
policy guidance for the ambulatory health care facility loan program 
and improving the Loan Branch's staffing situation." 

(B) "As of March 1, 1979, OHM0 had made significant improvements in the 
compliance program by (1) issuing compliance regulations, (2) publish- 
ing an HMO compliance plan, which outlined the compliance program's 
functions, procedures, organization, and staffing, and (3) developing 
a computerized management information system to summarize performance 
data on HJiOs and provide the basis for an "early warning" system that 
would, among other things, monitor the financial soundness of HMOs. 
Also, the Compliance Division's staff had been expanded significantly." 

(C) "In October 1978, OHMO's Division of Development set in motion plans 
to: 

(1) update grant guidelines and standards for reviewing feasibility 
and planning grant applications; 

(2) prepare initial development grant review standards which never 
existed before; and, 

(3) define a grantee monitoring system. 

The division also instituted a system for informing regions about 
grant policy decisions." 
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GAO RECOMMENDATZON 

We recommend that the Secretary of HEW establish a development strategy 
for new FlMOs which guides an HMO to plan only for enough staff and 
facilities to enroll and serve about 8,000 to 10,000 members during the 
initial stage of operation. After the HMO's costs per member become 
relatively constant, OHM0 should determine whether the subscriber rates 
which the HMO needs to break even are competitive in the local market. 
If not, the HMO should not expand its capacity. If the HMO's membership 
decreases significantly at the higher rate levels, the HMO may not be 
able to continue operating. 

Under this strategy, an HMO's first Federal loan to finance operating 
losses should not exceed the amount necessary to enroll and serve about 
8,000 to 10,000 members. Aa soon as the HMO's operating experience 
demonstrates it is a viable business entity, additional loans could be 
made to finance expanded operations. 

DEPARTMENT COMMENT 

We find the analysis both informative and useful. It will create a bench 
mark for our early warning system and direct us to begin focusing on the 
use of revenues when an HMO first begins to show a leveling off of costs. 
At that time a more indepth financial analysis will be undertaken and 
if necessary, corrective action will be mandated. 

Nevertheless, we cannot concur with the recommendation that funding be 
considered only for an organization with enrollment levels of 8,000 to 
10,000 members. First, we are concerned that the analysis may not be 
sufficiently complete to warrant endorsing it as a guide for future EEW 
actions. Secondly, we do not feel that the recommendation to focus the 
planning of an HMO to an enrollment level of 8,000 to 10,000 necessarily 
limits the government's financial risk. Thirdly, the requirement could 
increase the government's risk since the stopping of loan funds in an 
arbitrary manner could inadvertently interrupt well planned and smoothly 
integrated patterns of growth. In the period it would take to review 
the advisability of a second loan, the interruption in loan funds could 
cause the HMO to slip back to a position more adverse than if it had been 
allowed to continue with its planned growth. 

Further, if some HMOs were forced to price premiums to cover costs at an 
8,000 to 10,000 membership level, they would face serious competitive 
disadvantages. Equally important, an arbitrary cutoff of loan funds at 
the 8,000 to 10,000 member level could inadvertently injure HMOs whose 
growth patterns require a larger population to reach a leveling off effect 
In this case HMOs on the road to viability could be made artificially 
inviable and for no apparent beneficial purpose. For these reasons, the 
iplplementation of GAO's proposal could have a negative affect on EM0 
development. 
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The charting technique used by GAO gives the impression that there 
ia not much difference in the costs of HMOn beyond a membership level 
of 8,000. Significant differences are apparent from reformatting 
Chart A, on page 10 of the GAO report as follows: 

Coat Per Member Per Month 

Membership Approximate 
Level Sample Size Low High Difference % Difference 

8,000 to 10,000 20 17 47 30 176 
20,000 to 22,000 13 23 42 19 82 
75,000 3 25 35 10 40 

The range of difference shown above is 40 to 176 percent. The implications 
of these differences on the rates and operations of an individual HMO are 
great. Of course, the sample size is very small and the costs shown cover 
a time period which has been inflationary. These factors further reduce 
the reliability of this analysis. 

Furthermore the GAO analysis does not adequately consider one of the basic 
objectives of rate setting: financial breakeven. Revenue is derived 
from the rate multiplied by the number of member contracts. Costs are 
analyzed as being fixed and variable. Rates are set to yield a sufficient 
contribution (the difference between revenues and variable expenses) to 
cover fixed costs at a given level of membership. The original rates may 
be inadequate because projections differ for several reasons. For example: 
(1) a different contract mix (singles, couples, families); (2) a different 
number of members per contract, etc. For these reasons the complexity of 
each case demands a thorough analysis. The examples cited by GAO prove 
this point. 

We agree, that an HMO should not underprice its premium just to increase 
its membership. However, there are certain situations in which exceptions 
may be justified. For example, Initial entry into a tight market may 
justify short run price reduction. HMOs are complex organizations that 
operate in very different environments; each must have its own rate 
setting strategy. Each HMO must be dealt with on an individual basis. 

Pricing is important but cannot be considered by itself to be the most 
significant variable as a determinant of future financial viability. We 
have found in numerous instances that significant actions are usually 
available to management (e.g., reducing hospital use, medical referrals, 
etc.) to enable them to continue reducing variable costs. More importantly, 
in a number of instances we have found that fixed costs including staffing 
can be substantially reduced when necessary and desirable. 

For the above reasons, it would be our position that the GAO analysis be 
utilized as a significant monitoring bench mark for determining appropriate- 
ness of further utilization of loan funds, but not as an arbitrary loan 
limitation requirement. 
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GAO RECOMMENDATION 

That the Secretary of HEW 

--assure that sufficient staff is available to complete work on 
the operating deficit loan policy and regulations and policy guidance 
for the ambulatory health care facility loan program, and that 
sufficient priority is given to these projects throughout the Depart- 
ment so that they can move quickly through required review levels. 

DEPARTMENT COMMENT 

We concur that issuance of the operating deficit loan policy and 
both regulations and policy guidance for the ambulatory health 
care facility loan program is being given top priority. Over the 
past year, we have increased the number of staff in the Loan Branch. 
This increase has allowed OHM0 to work on the necessary loan policy 
documents. We believe that work on these projects is proceeding 
well and feel confident that we can meet most of the target deadlines. 

Approximately 80 percent of the operating deficit loan policy manual 
has been completed by the Department, These completed policies 
include loan monitoring, defaults and remedies, and general provisions 
applying to direct loans and loan guarantees. The remaining 20 
percent of the loan manual has been drafted and is in the process 
of final clearance. We anticipate completion of the entire operating 
deficit loan policy manual by the June 30 deadline. 

Interim regulations and policy guidance for ambulatory health care 
facility programs are scheduled to be completed by July 31 and 
not March 30 as GAO reported. A draft of these regulations has 
recently been completed. 

GAO RECOMMENDATION 

--assess the impact of the ambulatory health care facility loan 
program on the Loan Branch’s staffing and assign additional staff 
to the branch in a timely manner, so that maximum efficiency can 
be expected at the start of the new program. 

DEPARTMENT COMMENT 

We concur that the implementation of the ambulatory facility loan 
program will require supplemental staff for the Loan Branch. We 
have ‘assessed the impact of the anticipated workload and additional 
positions have been approved. 
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We project that about 25 HMO8 will apply for an ambulatory facility 
loan In FY 1980. Although the GAO report is consistent with this 
estimate with a projection of 29 HMOs requesting assistance, we 
are not convinced, that half of these HMOs will simultaneously 
submit more than one application, as suggested in the GAO report. 
However, If this 1s the case, much of the programmatic review work 
can satisfy the review requirements for both facilities. In other 
words, the workload does not double if the same HMO submits two 
applioatlons simultaneously. 

The Department has requested 9 additional positions for the OHM0 
program in FY 1980. Three of the positions are targeted for the 
Loan Branch. Additional positions will be reallocated for this 
function if the need arises. 

GAO RECOMWENDATION 

--carefully monitor efforts to obtain HMO reports in a more timely 
fashion. 

DEPARTMENT COMMENT 

We concur with the recomendation. As recognized, we have made 
significant progress in implementing our newly organized compliance 
monitoring process. For the next six months, our staff is concentrat- 
ing on fine tuning the systems. This includes tightening the procedures 
for controlling the receipt of quarterly reports from HMOs. Since 
implementing the “tickler” system in December, we have sent 26 
notices warning HMOs of regulatory compliance action if their reports 
were not submitted within 15 days, A notice of noncompliance and 
default was issued to one HMO when reports were not received. 
This was subsequently remedied. The remaining 25 HMOs complied 
within 15 days with their submission, 

GAO RECOMMENDATION 

--assess the impact of an increasing workload on the staffing in 
the HMO Compliance Branch so that additional staff can be assigned 
prompt U, if required. 

DEPARTMENT COMMENT 

We concur with the recommendation, Our newly organized compliance 
monitoring process and the computerized early warning system will 
Increase the staff’s efficiency In handling the monitoring workload. 
An effort will be undertaken In the next four to six months to 
quantitatively measure the impact that the new monitoring process 
and computer system will have on staff efficiency. We then should 
be able to determine the most appropriate staffing ratios for compli- 
ance monitoring once the impact of the new systems are fully 
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known. We believe that currently the present staff assigned to 
this function is adequate. If the evaluation concludes that additional 
staff is needed, we will reallocate staff or request authorization 
for additional positions. 

GAO RECOMHENDATION 

-- assure that priority is given to validating HMO report data, 
completing a summary of compliance policy and procedures in order 
to assure uniformity, and rendering a decision on regional responsi- 
bilities. 

DEPARTMENT COMMENT 

We concur with the recommendation. Priority for these activities 
has already been established to continuously improve our capability 
of validating the HMO report data. Manual checks are now performed 
to verify the mathematical and logical consistency of the quarterly 
reports. This will be transferred to a computerized check by the 
end of FY 1979. OHM0 is progressing in writing programs for verifying 
all data submitted by an HMO throughout the year against their annual 
audited statements. 

During the next nine months a structured OHM0 policy and procedures 
manual will be developed. This will include qualification review 
guides now being site tested. Procedures are being developed to 
maintain a routine issuance process. 

A decision has been made to maintain a centralized compliance activity. 
We are evaluating what the future role of the Regional Offices may 
be in carrying out compliance responsibilities and expect to make a 
final decision before the end of the fiscal year. 

GAO RECOMMENDATlON 

We recommend that the Secretary of HEW assure that OHM0 proceeds as 
quickly as possible with its plans to publish qualification guidelines 
and to develop improved grant program guidance which can establish more 
clarity and uniformity in the program. 

DEPARTMENT COMMENT 

We concur with this recommendation. We agree that it is important for 
us to publish qualification guidelines and to improve grant program 
guidance. We have taken several steps in the past year to carry out 
this recommendation. These includes: 
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. The development of review standards for feasibility, planning 
and initial development grants and for an ID monitoring visit 
prior to application for qualification, These standards are 
designed to review the major areas of development of an HMO 
at each level of funding. The ID monitoring review standards 
are the same as those used during the qualification review. 
All of these standards should be completed by early June. 

. The development of policy issuances and program management bulletins 
to advise regional office staffs and grantees of new policy 
or existing policy. 

. The initiation of training for regional office personnel and 
grantees on Management Information Systems. 

. The development of contract proposals to update the Feasibility 
flanning Manual. 

The development of grant guidelines and policy guidance will continue 
to be a priority of the OHM0 . 

(102039) 
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